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ABSTRACT

This research explores follower perceptions of leaders' behaviom
relating to learning in the workplace fkom within a framework proposed
by Senge (1990a) in which leaders play the three roles of 'Steward",

mesignef and Teachef' in order to fadtate learning. The data are

drawn from a self-administered s m e y conducted in July, 1999 of 390
fuII-time employees at a Canadian energy company, The roles were tested
using 52 descriptive statements and 5-point Likert scales.
The response rate was 49%. ResuIts revealed the presence of all
three roles within which Designer was the weakest at 57% agreement

followed by 63% for Steward and 67% for Teacher. Discrepancies in
respondent sub-groups(education, gender, occupation and duration of
empIoyment) were tested using two-way ANOVAs (alpha = 0-05).
Significant differences were found within duration of empIoyment and

occupational group. These findings are discussed dong with a critical

assessment of appIying this leadership framework to the workplace.

PREFACE

Learning has been a constant undercurrent in the oft-turbulent
waters of my Me. I have had, I realize, a He-Iong addiction toward

learning in all its myriad ways of being: formd classroom learning,
infonnal learning or "figuring things o u r , incidental learning stumbled

upon while doing other things,learning through talking, through play,
through pain and grief. What, how and why I learned were often

surprises to me, gifts found along the way or exhumed long after the fact.
I have often found as I idly mulled over a past experience, that suddenly
it would twist upon itself and appear in different guise, providing me with

a different angle, a new insight or fresh amusement.
When I entered the workfiorce I was naive enough to think that
everyone else had the same approach to learning as I did. I assumed that

everyone wouid want me to play with their ideas, wouldn't mind if I
flipped them over to look at their underbellies or prodded at them to see
how they moved and squawked.

It did not take long for some informal and incidental learning to
foist itself upon me: people did not have the same approach toward ideas
as I did, and certainly did not appreciate my presumptuous hmdIing of
their ideas,
with my blood
I have annointed

this, m y k t - b o r n child;

and I have perfumed it

with the pungent sweat of

m y groaning, heaving
pain.

I did not know how

to give it sight: and so
I weep, for it is blind.

And though it will
never waik, (for in the agony
of birthing, I did not think
to give it legs), see how sweetly

it Iies in my trembling arms!
Is it not beautiful, this child

of m y heart?

MonstrousIy misshapen,
what care will you take,

m y liege, of m y

idea?
-at5Agashae, I999

After recovering f?om the initial shock of being told I was
insensitive, intimidating and cold, I slowly began to acquire the skius

that now enable m e to interact (atleast most of the time) in a soci?Iy

acceptable manner.
The point of this soliIoquy is that in my experience, people have

been more uncomfortable with learning (orm y approach to it) than one
might expect at k t glance. The discomfort lay not necessarily in the
intellect but rather somewhere in their inarticulate emotions, their sense
of self, or in the work environment. The work environment can be devised
to encourage or hinder learning, and leaders can to some extent dictate

or influence the environment, at least at the outset. My own experiences
of leadership both as a leader and follower, have underlined the potential

impact of leadership on foIIowers' learning. Hence my desire to research

the role that leaders play in facilitating Ieaming in business
organizations.

The language in this paper is casual and persona.1. Regarding
genderized language, except where specifically mentioned as "hisn or
&he?' as the case may be, I prefer to use the third person singular "they"

and Weir" rather than "his or her" or "she or hen, as in "anyone who
wishes to picnic in this park is required to cany thegarbage to a waste-

bin."
I do not subscribe to the notion that the researcher is an isIand of
objectivity, a mere instrument to record reality, or that reality itself is

independent of the observer. I am an empIoyee of the organization I am
researching. I have conducted my research with compassion and a desire

to discover the truth in what I see. I leave it to m y readers to engage, or

not, in the dialogue I have begutl.

This research has been presented to the foltowing: a Master of
Continuing Education cohort at the University of Calgary (May,1999).

the President and CEO at the research site (August, 1999),the
"Researching Work and Learning: A First International Conferencenat
the University of Leeds, EngIand ( September, 1999) and the Human

Resources Department a t the research site (October, 1999).

My appreciation and thanks are offered here to the people upon
whose shouIders I leaned when weary, who helped me get up when I

stumbled, who lit my tortuous path with their @owing hearts and belief
in my abiIity. I am deeply grateN for y o u . presence in my life. All of you

sustained me in various ways through the grief, anxiety,joy, absentmindedness, pain, endless revisions, deadlines and general lunacy

involved in this Master's work. In particular, I wouId like to acknowledge
my advisor, John Bratton, for his patience and diligence i
n guiding me

through this process. A s is said so eloquently in a different sort of master
work: my cup nrnneth over. Thank you.
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CHAPTER OWE= INTRODUCTIOR

The aduIt worId is composed to a significantextent of work, workrelated activities and the social relationships that arise fkom work- Other
components such as family He, recreation or community activities,
though they may be of great importance to the individual, often comprise

a less significant portion of their lives in sheer time engaged in them

than do the former.
Individuals often identify themselves through the work they do. For
example when people talk about others they often suffuc the person's
name with their occupation, as in &Doyou know Sandra-the-lawyer,

Catharine's friend?" When in social situations, a common and almost
expected norm when one is introduced to someone else, is to be asked

%hat is it you do?" or %here do you work?"

Many, if not most, of our social connections seem to be made
through work and work contacts. It is common to hear that married
couples originally met through work or work-reIated activities, that good
friends &st met through work, or that their participation in recreation&

activities began through a work-based arrangement. This is not to say
that such occurrences are the rule, but that they have been sufficiently
fiequent to warrant the generahation made at the beginning of this

paragraph. 'Work and the domestic sphere are intimately and irrevocabLy

W e d in a web that confounds aU accounts which are ignorant of it?
(Glint, 199 1, p. 55).

Work, and particularly paid work, is thus such a Iarge part of adult
Me, viewed from both time and societal perspectives, that the lived
experience of work becomes of interest. Within this sphere of work
activity, the idea that learning is an important part of the work day or of

the worker's job duties, has begun to percolate through corporate

hallways. Undoubtedly learning does occur in a myriad of ways every day
around the world, though it has not been associated with the workplace

within this century other than through "training programs", which have

generally been used as preparatory tools. The connection between work
and learning has thus been implicit, as in the execution of training
programs, or ignored altogether in the assumption that attendance at

educationd institutions is sufficient preparation for the work world.

This has not however, always been the case. In previous centuries
the equivalent educationd institutions were churches, trade guilds and
monasteries. WhiIe they had a learning imperative as society's
repositories of knowledge (Grint? I99I), access to inteIIectuaI or academic

learning was often restricted to the eIite. The masses learned a trade or

skill that would provide them with a means of IiveIihood through the
form of apprenticeships or other teacher-pupa relationships that served
to impart knowIedge from the master to the student,This Ieaming

occurred primarily at the work site, which was often the home of the
tradesperson. As universities and other educational institutions became
more easily accessibIe to the masses, both the Location and the nature of

learning changed from the purely practical sIant found in traditional
apprenticeships in trade homes and shops, to a more theoretical,
abstract focus, imparted in classrooms and seminaries. In particular the

British concept of a liberal ''gentleman's" education has had a profound
impact o n schooling around the worId through the mechanism of the

British Empire and its corollary, colonialism. To some extent therefore,
there has been historicalIy a swing fIom Iearning at the workplace to
learning in institutions.
Though educational institutions are certainly vehicles of learning
today, the extent to which that learning is transferable to the work
environment may be argued,and whether and how learning continues
into the daiIy execution of job duties is a topic of debate in both
academic and business fields. An indication of this is that since the

2970's the onus for learning in adulthood has shifted to some extent
back to the workplace, to corporations. The business corporation has
become one of the principd educative forces in contemporary society....ln
the long run, it may be as potent in its educative effects as the curricula
of schooIs and colleges" (DarkenwaId 86 Memam, 1982,pp. 170-171).

Thus the workplace is again emerging as a site of learning.

Within the workplace itself, the nature of work and traditional
forms of organization are changing (Morgan, 1986; Grint, 1991; Wheatley
1994; Rifkin, 1995; Handy, 1997). Entire industries exist today that were

unheard of ten years ago, such as micro-robotics, cellular or satellitebased personal communications, web-based technologies and bioremediation (Hamel &
M
i a h a d , 1994).Today's corporations engage in

global activities, information flows more freely and quickly across space

and time, technology both connects humans and imposes barriers on

human interaction, and remote world events impact local experience.
These factors aII combine to impact worker leaming in both content and
process. The content of what is learned has changed due to the evolution
of new industries - knowledge is being created on a daily basis and the
obsoIescence of existing knowledge is rapidIy acceIerating. Regarding the

learning process, there are no templates or traditions on which to rely in
these new areas and leaming has become a generative act rather than an

acquisition of existing idormation.
Economic, technoIogicaI and demographic factors such as those

mentioned above have forced corporations to reIy heady on their
workers' knowledge, relationships and creatikiv in order to retain or

enhance the corporations' competitive advantage. This refiance has led to

the realization that the development of an o r g ~ t i o n ' human
s
resources, and the strategic depIoyment of those resources can directly

influence an organization's economic success. "In future, individuds at

all levels of management will need to demonstrate that they can add
value by generating and deveIoping new knowIedge and soIutions to
probIems which cannot be soived by traditional methodsD(Hiltrop, 1998).

Thus workers are now expected to learn continuousIy and to apply that

learning to the benefit of the organizations for which they work.
This creates a paradoxical situation in which the workers'
commitment to the corporation is solicited while they are simultaneously

experiencing restructuring or downsizing in the face of external economic
and other environmental challenges to the organization. This is not to

say corporations do not recognize the value of highly skilled workers. As
competing organizations increase their workers' knowIedge and skills,

the workers themselves become desirable assets- A recent Canadian
newspaper article reported that a high technoIogy company in the United
States has been "waging a systematic and organized campaign to Iure

key ..-engineers -- and the trade secrets they carry inside their heads to its California head office" (Tuck,1999).Thus what workers know or
can Iearn has become as critical a commodity to their companies (and
their competitors) as what they can do.
The work environment therefore poses learning chdenges that are

immediate and often unprecedented in their urgency and degree of
impact on both the corporation and its workers. Today's workpIace

demands not only adaptation but also anticipation and the ability to
flourish in the midst of a constantly changing environment-Workers who
do not learn are often left behind with obsolete knowledge or skills,
unemployable in an increasingly fast-paced world.

In fact,adults learn more at theirjobs than anywhere else
(Camevale 8s Goldstein, 1983, as cited in Gorovitz, 1983)which might be
explained through the larger proportion of time spent at the workplace,
but also highlights the importance of the workplace as a leaming site.
Wefton ( 199I), offering a critical perspective on workplace Ieaming,

describes the workplace as "a complex learning environmenC and
recognizes the importance of the workplace for adult learning. Within the
leaming that takes place a t work, much of it is informal or incidental.

Enformal learning occurs when people teach and leam from each other in

the workplace or community (FoIey, 1999). "Informal learning can be
planned o r unplanned, but it usuaIIy involves some degree of conscious
awareness that learning is taking place. IncidentaI leaming, on the other
hand, is largely unintentional, unexamhed and embedded in people's

cIoseIy heId beIief systems"(Watkins8s Marsick, 1992, p. 288).The
amount of informal and incidental Iearning that occurs at work is

delineated in a study at Honeywen in which Zemke (1985)found that 80
per cent of learning came &om experiences and relationships,and onIy
20 per cent from training.

It is important to note that the nature of learning has also

changed. Traditionally, learning at work meant the acquisition of a set of
skilIs or competencies that were then iterated over the span of one's

career, presumably with greater expertise with the passage of time.
Learning is no longer focussed solely on s W s acquisition or
transmission of information. In today's work environment, learning
encompasses the acquisition of new or different cognitive processes as

welI as skills. I t needs to happen from an operational as well as a
conceptual framework (Kim, 2993),meaning that people now need to
learn to think differently about their problems.

The literature on organizational learning often cites work-related
learning as an imperative to business success within the Strategic

Human Resource Management (SHRM)paradigm (Marsick & Watkins,
1994; GilIey 86 Maycunich, 2998; HiItrop, 1998; Bratton 86 Gold, 1999).

For example, Bratton and Gold point out that "Within most formulations
of Strategic HRM, employee development has come to represent a key

lever' that can help management achieve the substantive HRM gods of
commitment, flexibility and guaIitf @. 58). Many books and articles

purport to have the definitive answer on how to nurture and encourage
Ieaming at work (PedIer, Burgoyne 86 BoydelI, 1991; Rornme 86 Dillen,
1997; Kofman €kSenge, 1993; Chawla 86 Renesch, 1995),however as

Tsang (1997) points out, These books adopt a prescriptive stance and

teach managers the way that a company should learn. More often than
not, these prescriptions lack a solid empirical foundation...Books on the
learning organization are often based on the authors' consulting
experience rather than systematic and rigorous researchw@p. 74.79).

The importance of workplace learning is also reflected in SHRM
models (Edvinsson 8a Sullivan, 1996; Camillus, 1997).For example, the

area of organizational learning acknowledges that Tor nearly thirty years,
organizational learning theory has been an ugly duckling in the pond of
organization theory: interesting, but living on the fringes" (Miner 86

Mezias, 2996, p. 94).In their assessment of Yheoreticd and research
frontiers' in leaming research, Miner and Mezias comment that 'the ratio
of systematic, empirical learning research to learning theories is far too

low" (p. 94)and that "organizational learning now stands on the
threshold of moving center stage in organization theoq+'(p. 90).As
CamiUus (1997)remarks,

'Yheonly sustainable competitive advantage for

an organization is the ability to learn faster than its competition" (p. 3).
Thus learning is seen to be Cfiticd not only to individual sulvivd and
empIoyability but also organizational success.
In popular management Iiterature as well as in academic journals
the concept that individual and coIIective human know1edge is an asset

to the corporation, and that individual and cofIective learning contributes
si@cantly

to the corporate "bottom hem,has resuIted m a great deal of

interest and specdation about how corporations can benefit fkom both.
The terms "Learning Organizationn, "Intellectual Capital"and "Knowledge

Workers" are now commonpIace in SHRM discourse. T h e only
comparative advantage of the developed countries is in the supply of
knowledge workersn (Dmcker, 1997,p. 22).Yncreasingly, successful
organizations are building competitive advantage through less controlling

and more Ieaming - that is, through continually creating and sharing
new knowledge"(Senge, 1997, p. 32). uBeing more efficientleffective than
one's competitors will require a weU-trained and highly motivated
worldorce capable of using their heads to improve their work beyond the
normal capabilities avdable through the standard application of

technoIogf' (Makridakis, 1996, p. 19). 'KnowIedge has become the

single most important factor of production, managing inteIIectuaI assets
has become the single most important task of businessn (Stewart, 1997,
p. XE).
Within the realm of Learning in business organizations, Senge

(1990b,1997)has analyzed organizations to discover how successful
enterprises adapt to change and thrive within the dynamic, mutating

environment of a global market. I t is his assertion that organizations that
succeed in this environment do so because of their ability to Iearn from

and adapt to their changing circumstances. His popular work, The Fijth
Disc@line,expIores the theory and practice of creating 'Teaming

Organizations". Senge (1990a)defines an organization's ability to survive
in terms of its ability to learn. Those organizations that can leam new

ways in the face of change are those that will survive.
ReaI learning gets to the heart of what it means to be human.
Through learning we re-create ourselves. Through learning we
become able to do something we never were able to do. Through
learning we reperceive the world and o u r relationship to it.
Through Ieaming,we extend our capacity to create, to be part of
the generative process of He. There is within each of us a deep
hunger for this type of learning (Senge, 1990a, p. 14).
This leaming occurs through five disciplines, or ways of being. Though
these disciplines are ordered serially, Senge emphasizes they are aLl
necessary and that it is the interaction between them that creates a
"Iearning organization". The first discipline, persond mastery, states that
we must continually clarify what is important to us: we must have a

personal vision. We must also continually examine our current reality in
light of that vision. The difference between the current reality and our

vision generates a creative tension that moves us toward achieving our
vision, The resuIt of these two activities is a person that is continually

learning. The second discipline reIates to 'mental models". These are
"deeply heId internal images of how the worId works, images that Iimit us
to f e a r ways of

thinking and acting" (p. 134).If new insights or

changes confZict with our mentd modeis, they wiII be ignored,
discounted, or sabotaged. In a Iearning organization, we need to Iearn to
change models; to adopt a mental model of continuous learning. To be

effective we need to Ieam to notice our jumps from observation to
generahation, to articuIate what we normally do not say,and to be

aware of the distinction between what we say and what we do. The third
discipline is shared vision. "A shared vision is not an idea. It is not even
an important idea such as freedom. It is, rather, a force in people's

hearts, a force of impressive power.

...At its simplest level, a shared

vision is the answer to the question %hat do we want to create?" Shared
vision is vital for the learning organization because it provides the focus

and energy for learning" @. 206).The fourth discipline is that of team
learning. It is 'the process of aligning and deveIoping the capacity of a
team to create the results its members truly desire. Team learning has
three dimensions: the need to think insightfully about compIex issues,

the need for innovative, coordinated action, and the role of team

members on other teams" (p. 236).The fith disciphe is systems

thinking, the ability to see things in their entirety. This is the basis of all
the disciplines of the learning organization. Without systems thinking
there is neither the incentive nor the means to integrate the Iearning

disciplines once they have come into practice. As the fifth disciphe,
systems thinking is the cornerstone of how learning organizations think
about their world...Nature is not made up of parts within wholes. It is
made up of whoIes within whoIesW
@. 372).These five disciplines

combme actively in organizations that Iearn continuousIy, and it is

Senge's contention that all five are required for effective organizational

Ieaming to occur.
Though Ieaming organization philosophy has been widely
popularized throughout the North American popular and academic
business literature, it has been subject to little critical scrutiny (Fenwick,
1998).For example, the power relationships and their impact on

individual choice in learning, the organizational agenda in promoting
learning and biases toward growth, competition and profit are aII implicit

in the learning organization philosophy, but are not often articulated or

discussed in popular business literature.

The target group for continuous learning in the workplace
neglects large groups of people who are impIicitIy 'other" but
whose individual work-learning struggIes continue to
produce knowledge, whether or not these kinds of knowledge
are recognized by the Ieaming organization. Meanwhile,
learners with special needs, disabilities, low literacy skills or
other characteristics which don't fit the learning
o r g ~ t i o n ' spreferred approaches (self-directed learning,
critical reflection, risk and innovation and dialogue) are in
danger of being discarded altogether (Fenwick, 1998,pp.
146-147).

One component of Ieaming organization

and particularly

of Senge's model, that has received IittIe empiricd attention is the role of

organizationa1 Ieaders in creating o r facilitating Iearning in organizations.

This study focuses on Senge's (1990a)proposal that Ieaders need to be
teachers, designers and stewards in order to faditate individual and

organkzationd learning, '[Leaders] are responsibIe for building

organizations where people continually expand their capabiIities to
understand complexity, clarify vision, and improve shared mental models

- that is, they are responsible for learning" @.

340).

Within this study leadership is viewed as a relationship between the
leader and follower, in which influence, power and gender may play
critical roles in determining the extent and degree of learning that

occurs. The focus of research is on followers' perceptions of leader
behaviour rather than leaders' perceptions of their own behaviow.

Through assessing followers*perceptions, this study endeavours to
validate the presence of the leader roles of designer, steward and teacher,
and to identify components of Ieader behaviour that contribute toward
creating learning environments. I t will also identify gaps in our
knowledge, and discuss the difliculties inherent in applying frameworks

such as this to the workplace.

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The sun has fkozen time
outside, in the stone courtyard.
Frozen inside stone-walled rooms,
ivy-shadowed students sit:
Teacher is teaching.

-a@
Agashae, 1996

I t is critical to establish a clear understanding of the tern
?earning" within the context of this research. Psychological definitions of

learning take two approaches, behaviouraf and cognitive. Their respective
definitions reflect this bias: learning is a relatively permanent change in
behaviour due to experience"(behavioural)and learning is a relatively

permanent change in mentaI associations due to experience" (cognitive)
(Onnrod, 1999, p. 3). Merriam and CafTareIIa (1991) add two more

orientations to human Ieaming, namely humanist and social learnhg.

Humanists view learning as a form of self-actualization, both affective
and cognitive. Learning Leads to personal growth and deveIopment. SociaI

learning posits that learning happens through observation and is
vicarious in nature (Bandura, 1976, as cited in Merriam 8s CaffareDa,
199 1). This form of learning happens 'as a Eunction of the interaction of

the person, the environment and the behaviour" (p. 139). That is to say,
adult Iearning takes pIace within a socio-culW context that cannot be
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ignored. ''Adult learning does nbt occur in a vacuum..p t is1 to a large

extent determined by the society in which one Evesm@. 20).
While humanist and social Learning are interesting perspectives,
they are not definitions of learning as a human phenomenon, but rather

are descriptive statements of the process, the motivation or cognition

surrounding learning. These dehitions do however point to the
importance of recognizing that all learning happens in a context that
includes cultural, social, and individuaI emotions, interpretations,

influences or determinants. In this sense I e a z g is inevitably
contextualized and situated withk the framework of the individual

learner. For the purpose of this study, learning wiU be defined from the
perspective of the learner rather than that of an external observer. That

is to say, learning wilI be said to haue happened if the learner identifies it
as having happened, rather than by the researcher evaluating whether it

has happened by imposing some external criteria.

Within the workplace, Iearning is often confused with training. The
confusion arises from the fallacious assumptions that first, attending

some kind of formalized training program necessariIy resuIts in learning,

and second, that forma1 training is the soIe vehicle by which Iearning
occurs (Stamps, 1997).This positions the worker/learner as a passive
receiver of information, and espouses the notion that Ieamhg happens
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automatically and is something that is done to the Iearner by the trainer.

Training and learning are not, in an ideal world, mutuaIIy exclusive, but
are rather complementary: presumably learning happens at least in part
through some form of training, though not exclusively so: learning nay
happen as a result of deliberate, formal training?or informal situations,
or emerge incidentally out of another task, process or relationship.

Further, training can have somewhat sinister connotations, especially if
corporate training programs indoctrinate workers into the corporate
culture and promote a single acceptable way of working. Training
programmes, rather than developing diversity and innovation, are framed
by singular,compliance-seeking structures and technologies - including

the language of 'empowerment" (Garrick, 1998, p. 68).

With due consideration to these distinctions, for the purposes of
this research,learning then can be d e h e d a subjective, iterativeprocess

of change?situated ha soocio-cultural context, that both requires and
results in consciously recognized transfornations of cognition and
perhaps, but not necessarily, Ln behaviour. Therefore, this study will not
evaluate the Learning activity itself either in quality or quantity,but wiII

instead investigate the circumstances in which it arose, with particuIar
regard to leader behaviour.

While learning is often associated with formal instruction in a
cIassroom setting, as mentioned earlier, most workpIace learning is
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informal o r incidental and as such i s IasgeIy a subjective experience. For
this reason, the study will not evaluate the efficacy of corporate training

programs o r hours of classroom instruction, but wilI rather focus on

worker perceptions of their learning while working, regardIess of whether

that is informal or incidental - though it must be noted that the research
activity of measuring leader impacts on learning in this workplace may
serve a s a cataIyst for workers to become conscious of the existence of
incidental learning opportunities or events.
A review of developmental psychology and adult learning literature

(Ternant,1990)linds a common theme in the orientation toward
personal growth as a phiIosophicalIy desirabIe attribute, a comment that
is reiterated by Courtenay (1994).This assumption, whether articulated

or implicit, may be challenged in a practical sense: in many organizations
or indeed in society at large, many people are not only not interested in
personal growth, but may even view such a desire as a sign of

dysfimction. This is similar to the stigma associated in some social
groups with =seeinga shrinkD (accessingthe services of a therapist or

psychiatrist) for the purposes of persona1 growth. The stigma connotes a
perceived inadequacy on the individual'spart to =dealwithntheir lives.

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowfedge this inherent bias toward
growth in approaches toward theo-g

in aduIt Ie&gg

Several aduIt

Ieaming theories are pertinent to this inquiry and are discussed in

greater detail below.
Adult Learning
Adult learning Literature offers three key areas of interest to

workplace learning: proposed principies of adult learning, the concept of
reflection and critical thinking, and perspective transformation.

Malcolm KnowIes was one of the first theorists to suggest a
framework for aduIt learning (Knowles, 1970, as cited in Knowles, Holton
86 Swanson, 1998). His term for adult learning, andragow, has since

been widely adopted; however theorists are still undecided about its
defiition. Influenced by the work of Eduard Lindeman (19611,Knowles

proposed five principIes of adult learning which he felt were distinct born

those applied to children's learning.
To summarize,Knowles' principles for the androgogicd model are,

first, that adult learners are seIf-directed, and encounter cognitive
dissonance when pIaced in tradition& learning environments: their
experience of learning has been as one dependent upon the teacher to

teach, yet their desire as aduIts is to participate and direct their learning
activities. Second, aduIts have a store of He experience that infIuences
their Ieaming, by adding depth and richness but &so by defining their
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approach and thought patterns in processing new information or sms.

In addition, adults identifil themselves through the academic, work and
life experiences that they have had, and this also influences their
learning. Third, adults become ready to learn when they identify a need

within themselves and see the benefit of the leaming in their own Iives.
Fourth, adults engage in learning with a particular orientation,
depending on the need they have identified, which may be Me-centered,
task-centered or problem-centered. Fifth,adult motivation to learn is

internally rather than externally generated. Over the years, Knowles has
realized that neither the pedagogical or andragogical model are "the only

answef to learning situations but rather that both approaches are valid
in differing situations (Knowles,et al., 1998).

Relating these five principles to learning in the workplace, one
might expect that workers (beingadults)are, or ought to be, selfdirected, be informed by their previous experiences, Iearn most effectively
when they see benefit for themselves in the learning, have one of the
centering orientations of Iife, task or problem, and be internany
motivated. Perusal of this list identifies probIems in relating these
principles to life at work. From a theoretical perspective, andragogy (and

Lindeman's work) was based on experiences oriented toward basic

education of aduIts, upgrading, and f o r m a institutional learning. These

circumstances cannot be easily extrapolated to work, since the

fundamental premise under which people are learning is different: at
work, learning can be mandated, and thus the choice to participate is
removed kom the learner (thechoice to learn is not - though the

consequences of choosing to not learn may be harsh, namely job Ioss).

This difference in personal power spas into the rest of the Iearning
experience and will be explored in more detail throughout this review.
Regarding the principles of andragow, objections can be made to
their content as well. First, one cannot assume aIl workers are self-

directed, especially if their working lives have been conducted in an
environment of rigid procedures, rules and reporting relationships.
Second, 'life experiencen may not automatically provide a beneficial
influence upon addt learning: those who have had traumatic
experiences of learning as children will carry their impressions and pain
into their adult Iives. Third, 'seeing benefit? foroneself may not be a
primary driver in workpIaces where learning may be mandated by
business need and the changing marketplace - in this situation,workers
may be Iearning skilIs or technologies that wilI result in restructuring

and job Ioss. This example applies aIso to the Iast principle, that adults
are internally motivated. m

e indeed the choice of whether to Iearn or

not learn is an individual one, Ie-g

itselfdoes not necessarily occur

m isolation £komothers at work, particularly with respect to leader
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inauence. A leader's behaviour relating to learning permeates their work

group. For example, leaders may innuence the choices workers make
about whether or not to engage in learning activities through either
rewarding, ignoring or punishing those activities.

Knowles' principles have been contested by theorists and

researchers over the years. Ratt (1988)critiques the principle that adult
learners are self-directed: "Andragogical practice should acknowIedge
and accept of its learners both seKdirectedness and its obverse,
dependency" @. 161).Whether self-direction is o r is not a uniquely adult

trait as we11 as its acceptance as a learning construct is also in question
(Joblin, 1988).'Self-directedness is presumed to be good.. .yet many

beliefs and much of the popular writing about self-directed learning are
based on folklore and/or theory, rather than disciplined enqujr or
research" (p. 1 15).Joughin (1992)makes a similar point fkom within the
psychoIogicaI framework of field-dependence and field-independence, and
concludes that

'itis clear that

the assumption that all adults have an

inherent capacity for self-directed learning cannot be sustainedn (p. 13).
The degree to which a Iearner maintains control over their Ieaming

has been suggested as CriticaI in the self-directedness of aduIts (Long,
1990). The degree of controI can vary fkom one individual to another, and
is not implicit to every adult or every situation, Pedagogically structured
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learning situations wilI not lend themseIves to self-directedness

regardless of the adult's orientation unless the teacher/ tutor voluntarily
relinquishes that power and control to the Ieamer. In a similar vein,
Garrison (1992) compares self-direction and critical thinking to
responsibility and control issues. 'Only through continuous and critical

dialogue between learner and facilitator can a dynamic and optimd
balance of cone01 be realized" (p. 144).This has significance when
examining leader-worker relationships and the powerfcontrol issues

surrounding leader-as-teacher: to what degree does the leader relinquish

or share control? How does this help or hinder workers' learning?

The notion that adults have a need to participate in pIanning their
Ieaming is also contested. A study conducted by Courtenay, h o l d and

Kim (1994)found that 'participation in planning does not signifcantly
influence achievement, satisfaction or ciassroom environment. Neither
does cIassroom environment significantly affect achievement or

satisfaction" (p. 29 1). From this study it would appear that even when

workers are sex-directed in organizing their Iearning activities, the result
of such would not necessarily guarantee any higher quality of outcomes.
KnowIes' second principle of prior H e experience informing

Iearning reIates to a separate h e of en-

Ie-g"

entitIed (texperiential

(Jarvis, 1987;W o k 86 KoIb, 199 1). In Jamis' model, all Iearning

is based on experiences encountered by the individud. Any experience

can be either educative or miseducative, meaning that the individual may
or may not learn from it. In a work context, this model has particular

relevance since the multitude of experiences encountered by workers
may serve as a fecund source of Ieamhg, or may not serve as learning
opportunities at all. The difference lies in the attitude of the learner, and

underhes why it is critical to assess learning from a follower
perspective. According to J-s,

the meaning of the experience is

attributed by the Learner. This attribution is done through deliberate
reflection upon experience: 'reflection is an essential phase in the

Iearning process whereby people explore their experiences in a conscious
manner in order to lead to a new understanding and, perhaps, a new
behaviour" @. 168).Reflection, in turn,cannot happen if the experience

is so new or so familiar that it is alienating: an example of overf d a r i w is working on an assembly line. 'There is nothing in the
experience upon which the mind might reflect, there is Iittle that can be
meaningfulIy added to the seIfs stock of knowledge; learning is

restricted, the experience is alienating and the development of the self is
stuntedn @. 170).This has particular relevance to job design in the

workpIace. If jobs are too repetitive, with too Iimited a range of activities,
Iearning will be hindered. Conversely, "hi& cjyalig jobs, which
incorporate work design principIes of variety, high skilI, interdependence
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and autonomy can satisfg the tenets of adult learning...and best enabIe

workers to experience ~sformational"
Iearning" (Bratton, 1999, p.
49 1).

A critical assessment of experiential Ieaming is presented by Lomi,
Larsen and Ginsberg (1997)who assessed the impact of individual
experiential learning on o r g ~ t i o n from
s
a systems perspective. They
comment that 'experience is a poor basis for Ieaming primarily because
the understanding of structural reIations between individual actions and
their aggregate consequences is confounded by nonlinear dynamics, time
delays, and misperception of feedback ....Organizations and individuds

learn from experience but experience requires interpretation" (p. 56 1).
In other words, individuals must be able to see the connections
between seemingly disparate events in order for Iearning to happen - a

sightedness that does not happen automaticdy. Senge uses the term

"systems thinking" to represent this abiIity to see connections,and
pIaces the responsibili~for this sightedness sguarely on the shodders of

the leader as designer. "Crucialdesign work for leaders of learning

organization[sI concerns integrating vision, values and purpose, systems

thinking and mentaI modeIs"(L990a, p. 343).While Knowies' fiarnework
has created much dialogue, none of the principIes have been concIusiveIy
proven to be either necessary or sufficient for learning to occur. They are

nevertheIess widely accepted in aduIt Ieaming Iiterature.

Mezirow's (1977, 1981)theory on adult Iearning focuses on the
transformation in perspective that is brought about through reflection

upon experience, and the modification of existing paradigms to
accommodate new experiences. In essence, Mezirow's assertion is that

paradigm shifts are required for leaming to occur. He explains
perspective transformation as "the emancipatory process of becoming
critically aware of how and why the structure of psycho-culturd
assumptions has come to constrain the way we see ourselves and our
relationships, reconstituting this structure to permit a more inclusive

and discriminating integration of experience and acting upon these new

understandings" (Mezirow, 1981, p. 6). Perspective transformations are
achieved 'through reflection...a deliberate assessment of the justification
of our beliefs, ideas and feelings" (Medrow, 1993,p. 187).This is a useful

connection to Senge's ( 1990a)concept of mental models. "The problems
with mentaI models arise when they are tacit -- when they exist below

the level of awareness" @. 176).The role of leader as teacher then is to
help workers to unearth existing mental modeIs in order that a
perspective transformation might occur. In Senge's model, unearthing
mentaI models occurs through diaIogue or the conversations that people

have with each other about their ideas and assumptions. Dialogue in

turn is a balance of i
n-,

or restioning, and advocacy, or persuading.
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In order for mental modeIs to be exposed, both in-

and advocacy are

required.

Perspective transformation has been critiqued by Boyd and Myers
(1988)in their Jungian-based theory of transformative education. In this
theory perspective transformation's limits are exposed through an
exploration of the psychological meaning of the components of the
theory. For example, perspective transformation is concerned w i t h the
ego's control and domination over the world, and the removal of limiting

psycho-social structures (mental modeis) that inhibit s e l f - a c t u h t i o n .
Boyd and Myers contend that there is a much broader experience of self

apart from the ego that informs human development, and that focus on

the ego accounts for onIy a portion of reaIity. 'Critical reflectivity" in the
perspective transformation model is compared to 'discernment" in the
transformative education model. While critical reflectivity is concerned

with rational insight based on a deconstructivist outlook, discernment
seeks to integrate and leads to &a contemplative insight, a personal
ilIumhation gained by putting things together and seeing them in their
relational whoIenessn(p. 274). While perspective transformations occur

through a cognitive process involving problem-soIving and actionplanning, discernment happens through receptivity, recognition, and
grieving, a diaIogue with extra-rational, intra-psychic forces. In
examhing these two points of Piew, the workplace might be a catalyst for
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both experiences to happen, however it is more Iikely that perspective
transformation, which deals with the individuaIYsrelationship with the

outward world, would happen prior to the deeper, more integrated
perspective of transformative education. I t may well be that both theories
expIain two different aspects of human development, namely
differentiation and integration, a comment that is also made by Boyd and
Myers in their assessment.

The terms 'reflection*, 'critical reflection" and critical thinking"
have been used variously and interchangeably in adult learning
literature. While reflection seems to be the taking of time to think about

one's experiences, critical reflection and criticaI thinking describes the
kind of thinking that one should do. However, these terms are not used

consistently in this way. For example, Daudelin (1996) uses the term
'reflection" when by the above criteria it shouId be referred to as critical

thinking. Various approaches to this topic are expIored below.

The use of critical thinking as a too1 for fa-tating

aduIt learning

and improving organizational performance is recommended by Brookfield
(1987).Critical thinking is "developingan awareness of the assumptions
under which we, and others, think and act"@. ix). Thinking critically is

the object of reflection, in BrookfieId's model. When criticism of
prevailing workpIace norms is encouraged m some form of collective

forum... leaps of imagination that take companies beyond currently

accepted modes of production are more likely to take pIace. Critical.

thinking,then,can be seen as the centraI element in improving
organizational performance" (p. 139).
The difficulty inherent in engaging in critical thinking while still

maintaining existing relationships and roles in one's community is not

often articulated in learning Literature (BrookfieId, 1994).In workplace
learning, critical thinking is often viewed unfavourably since it tends to
challenge established procedures, relationships and power structures. In

this sense, this component of learning, though necessary for perspective

transformation,may be actively discouraged through overt or covert
means,
DaudeIin (1996)conducted a study to evaluate learning from

experience through reflection. The study discusses the reflection process
and how it can be used to learn. Forty-eight managers from within a

Fortune 500 firm were studied. DaudeIin found that greater learning
occurred in groups reflectingwith coaches or on an individual reflection

basis, than in groups reflecting with peers, o r not reflecting at aiI. It
seems from this study that the provision of time to reflect is beneficial, as
is the provision of a coach, and that merely gathering w i t h peers and not

reflecting at alI results in less learning than the fist two options. Of
saIience to this point however is that reflection is a skilI that differs &om

"just thinking" arbitrarily, without an appropriate framework. The role of
leader then would be to provide the resources necessary for productive
reflection, through provision of time and/or coaching. in reality, however
workplaces tend to be action-and resuIts-oriented and may not value

time spent on 'sitting around thinking".

The concept of critical thinking is ambiguous and Gamson (1991)
notes that unless it can be defined clearly, will continue to cause
dissension among theorists and dEcuIty among adult education
instructors attempting to apply the concept. "In the weak sense critical
thinking is a set of discrete micro-logical skills concerned with technical
reasons, while in the strong sense critical thinking is a set of integrated
macro-logical skills concerned with insight and the development of
emancipatory reason" (p. 290). He notes that the adjective of criticality
implies "a certain skepticism, or suspension of assent, towards a given
statement, established norm or mode of doing things" (p. 289). The intent

of skepticism, however is not merely negativity, but is intended to arrive
at alternative solutions or points of view with the purpose of arriving at a

better decision, insight or resolution to a problem.
Garrison aIso points out the relationship between criticd thinking

and reflection and suggests a process for critical thinking that involves
problem identification, problem definition, expIoration, applicabiIity and
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integration. He then relates these to Schon's (1983, as cited in Gamson,
1991)ideas of reflection-in-action and concludes that 'problems in the

real worId are not weU defined and structured and cannot be resolved
simply by applying professional knowledge and technical rationdity'. In

the real world competency and knowIedge is acquired in the swampy
lowlands of messy and ill-defined problems found in the indeterminate
zones of practice. Through the concepts of knowing-in-action (tacit
knowledge) and reff ection-in-action (rethinkingtacit knowledge) the

individual develops competency" (p. 295).

The learning process is explored in the theory of single- and
double-loop learning (Argyris, 1991).Single-loop leaming is reIated to
Ufkhg"problems by addressing the superficial symptoms that are

present. Double-loop learning focuses on the underlying d e s ,
assumptions and causes that remlted in the presenting probIem. It is
doubIe-loop learning that is needed in organizations to solve problems

that are caused by fundamentaI assumptions about reality. Double-loop
Iearning can be attained by reflection, or ideally, as Schon (1983, as cited
in Garrison, 1991)notes, by reflection-in-action. Reflection by its very

nature, however, requires time and perhaps some degree of solitude,

neither of which are easily found in today's work environment.
Marsick (1988)has explored learning m the workpIace within the

kamework of the need for reflectiviw as a critical component for effective
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learning to take place. She kames various researchers' opinions about

how adults learn by variables such as the type of learning undertaken

and the paradigm &om which Ieaming is viewed, whether that is
technicd, strategic or interpretive.

She concludes that the various

paradigms are valuable and appropriate to different situational contexts.

Her assertion is that it is critical reflectivi~that uncovers fundamental
assumptions that people have about the world. Those assumptions can

hinder learning and for that reason, they must be articulated and

changed if necessary. Marsick suggests a new paradigm for
understanding and designing workplace leaming that includes "a

broadening of the instrumental focus of leaming, integration of personal

and job-reIated development, an organizational model that functions as a
Iearning system, a focus on group as well as individual learning, a
concern for critical reflectivity and for problem setting as well a s problem
solving, emphasis on informal learning. and development of the
organization a s learning environment* @. 194).This recommendation
appears similar to prescribing "lessof a headache" to a person with a

headache - whiIe it does indeed point to the solution, it is so impotent

and broad that it irritates rather than soothes the troubled sod. What it
does emphasize however is the compIexity of the phenomenon of adult

learning in the workplace. Thus the concepts of reflection and critical
thinking are wideIy accepted as necessary, if not sufficient, for aduIt

learning to occur. In the workpIace however, in spite of its supposed

criticality to the learning process, reflection is often a very low priority
activity, and may be viewed as Smproductive"or "sitting around doing

nothing" and treated unfavourably by peers or supervisors.

Learning as an activity requires the expenditure of personal

resources in the form of time and energy. McCIusky's Margin Theory

(cited in Hiemstra, 1993) is unique in that it addresses the impact on
personal resources of engaging in learning. In Margin Theory, an adult's

ability to learn is influenced by the demands of day-to-day living, the
"load". The energy itself, the "power", is potentidy available to use either

to cope w i t h the load or for learning. If daily stresses are high, more
energy is used for coping and there is less energy to spare for learning.

The key in remaining effective is to maintain a &marginnof power to use
for unexpected crises, learningt or perhaps pIeasurabIe activities. This is

an important concept to keep in mind when considering learning in the
workplace, since the pace and demand of our work Iives are significant
enough to potentidy depIete any power margin we might otherwise have

used for learning. From a Ieadership perspective, this theory points to
the importance of being aware of total Ioad in workers' Iives. This may be
detected through casual conversation or deliberate inqyiq, but however
it is executed, such information may indirectIy indicate the worker's

abiIity to assimilate additional change or learning. Workplaces are
beginning to address load issues through programmes in various guises

which emphasize "work-life balance", 'sabbaticals", '%me-in-lieu" (of
overtime pay), or "workerwehess".

Goodnow (1982)proposed a contingency theory of education that

suggested the techniques adopted by educators should depend upon the
particular circumstances in which they found themselves teaching, In
particular, Goodnow uses FIeishman and Harris' (1962,as cited in
Goodnow, 1982) characteristics of leadership behaviour, consideration

and initiating structure, to explore a theoreticd mode1 in which to frame
pedagogy and andragogy. In her model, pedagogy aligns with initiating
structure and andragogy aligns with consideration. She also suggests

that BIake and Mouton's managerial grid (1976,as cited in Goodnow,
1982) can be used in educationd settings to determine appropriate

approaches to instruction. While the managerial grid has subsequently
been extensiveIy deveIoped by Hersey 86 BIanchard (1993) into a

situational framework, Goodnow is one of the few educational theorists
that explicitly refer to and align with a behavioural Ieadership
kamework. While this theory shows promise in its wide appIicability

across varying situations,it seems simpIistic in its dichotomous
categorization of Ieader behaviours and teaching styIes and does not
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accommodate leadership as a process or relationship between the leader

and followers. Such a n approach also places much of the power in a
learning situation in the hands of the leader, implying that in the role of
'teacher", the leader should in some omniscient way be able to ascertain

the dynamics of each situation and apply ditferent strategies
appropriately. The student (worker) merely executes their work, a
phlegmatic, non-participatory exempIar of blind ignorance, who is

"taught"by the enlightened Ieader,
A model for adult education that is situated in practice is

suggested by Cervero (1992).Based on the assumption that adult
education is conducted in order to "improve professionals' abiIity to
engage in wise action" (p. 98),Cervero suggests a focus on development
of practical knowledge, and the processes by which this knowledge is

used. This suggests a strategic shift from teacher-oriented methodologies
to ones that are more learner-oriented. Cemero aIso recommends a
developmental methodoIogy to assist learning based on a cognitive
apprenticeship approach deveIoped by ColIins, Brown and Newman
(1989,as cited in Cervero, 1992),nameIy modeling, coaching,

scaffolding, articdation, reflection, and exploration. The first three
methods %odd help the Iearner develop their practical knowledge in an

area in which they were U I l f d a r through processes of observation and

guided and supported practice. The next two are designed to heIp
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learners gain conscious access to and control of their own knowledge and

reasoning processes as well as that of experts. The find method is aimed
at encouraging learner autonomy in defining and formdating problems

to be solved" (p. 99).This model assumes that learning takes place
within a community, that knowledge is situated, interactive, and

relational. It also explicitly comments on the need to model and coach for
learning behaviour, a point that is also made in leadership theories

(Senge, 1990a;Covey, 1992).
Certainly the concept of practical knowIedge has resonance in the

workplace. Terms such as l e a m i n g on the job", ?earn as you go", or
"learning curve" all refer to the uItimate bar by which learning is
measured at work, namely one's ability to act, one's "work experiencew.It
is in acting that one's practical knowledge is demonstrated, since this

knowledge is embodied and sometimes inarticulate (Hager, 1999).The
implication is that Iearning through acting is often the means of choice in

the workplace - in this sense practicaI knowledge is paramount in
ensuring organizational and individual success.
The idea that learning is facilitated by a sense of community

experienced by the learners (BrookfieId, 1987; K o h a n 86 Senge, 1993;
Stamps, 1997)is of salience to learning in the workplace since

accomplishing work objectives often involves interaction with others.

Over time and continual contact, a series of reIationships are b d t and

may develop, in the case of stable groups of people, into a feeling of

community and shared purpose. Whether the sense of community,
belonging, safety and common purpose is experienced o r not experienced
might affect workers' learning. Ln particular, leaders can influence the

sense of community with the extent to which they strive to articulate and
disseminate a shared vision, create safety or develop an identity for the
work group. Without communities of people genuinely committed, there

is no red chance of going forward....It is littIe coincidence that vktudy
all spiritual disciplines, regardIess of culture or religious setting, are

practiced in communities. OnIy w i t h the support, insight, and fellowship
of a community can we face the dangers of learning meanin@ things"

(Kofman86 Senge, 1993,pp. 6,20).

Another approach to adult Learning has been to attempt to identify
the ideal Ieaming experience. VailI (1996)asked a group of twenty

experienced human resource professionds the foIIowing question: Think

of someone whose learning you care a lot about, and suppose they are
about to undergo a major learning experience. What characteristics
wouId you want this experience to have for them? Responses identified

both reIationaI/affective concerns as wen as contentfprocess concerns.
For example, some of the relationai/affective concerns incIuded fkeedom
to question, to disagree, the presence of genuine Iove and concern, a

non-judgmental climate, a nurturing environment, tolerance for
mistakes, and no doctrine of 'one right way" present either in what or

how to learn. Among content/process concerns were: the experience
meets the

individual)^

needs, participants use their own experiences to

learn, the subject matter is interdisciplinary, learners have time to reflect

and an opportunity to teach. Some of these responses must have been
biased as a result of paradigms held by the practitioners themselves. As

human resource professionals they may have already heard of adult
Learning theories and thus informed their own ideas of what would
constitute an ideal learning situation. Also, the question seems to have

generated prescriptive rather than descriptive responses - it is uncIear

whether the subjects were suggesting what ought to happen in an ideal

situation rather than obseming these factors based on their own
experiences.
Interestingly, as many of the desirabIe quaIities in an ideal leaming

situation related to affect as they did to content or process. Too often in
business organizations very little attention is paid to affect. It can be
erred that experiencing an ided Ieaming event in an o r g e t i o n is
not LikeIy to happen without some degree of "engineering". This

engineering o r architectural work may be accompIished most expedientIy
by leaden, yet it is the followers that will "Livenin that space - and wiII

experience it as ideal, or not.

Another potential defining factor in learning relates to the gendered
experience of work itseIf. Women's experiences of leanzing and working
are different from men (Tannen, 1990; Anderson, 1995; BeIenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger 8a Tarule, 1997;Wajcman, 1998). According to
BeIenky, Clinchy, GoIdberger and T h e , women have been underrepresented as learning research subjects and thus learning theories

may be of less value in defining female experiences of learning. In
particular, the historical and institutional public silencing of women's

voices has resulted in women having fewer same-gender role models, and
subsequently less Voice" and a greater experience of 'silence", or the
inability to articulate one's thoughts,either due to assumptions of non-

validity, inappropriate self-images of inadequacy and non-importance, o r
opportunity. In studying leader roIes in the workplace,it seems therefore
reasonable to assume that women's perceptions of leaders and their

learning needs might differ from those of men. SimiIarIy, women's styles
of Ieadership are thought to differ from those of men (Schwartz, 1989;
Rosener, 1990) - though a more accurate assessment might be made by
refening to "femini.nen
and "masculine"styles (Anderson, 1995)- and

thus might have different intluences on learning in their folIowers.
However, Wajcman (1998)suggests that women often repress any
obviously " f e e e ncharacteristics when working in a maIe-dominated

environment "...it should come as no surprise that many women

managers adapt and s u ~ v by
e being more male than the men....The
point is that the quaIities associated with effective management are not
gender neutral" (p. 76).I t is important to question then whether
followers' perceptions of female leaders will Wer significantlythan their
perceptions of male leaders.

A critical component of an inquiry on the leader's role in fuci7itatiixg
Learning is the identification of potential hindrances to learning. Sterman
(1994) identified bamers to learning which are comprised of dynamic

complexity, limited information, misperceptions of feedback, ffawed
cognitive maps of causal relations, erroneous inferences about dynamic
unscientific reasoning, defensive routines,and implementation failure.
SimiIarIy, in a study of team learning Kasl, Marsick and Dechant (1997)
remark on the importance of relationships to both individud and team

learning. 'Integrating perspectives involves much more than being wiIIing
to Iisten to the viewpoints of others; it ultimately involves enabhg others

to express their views and actively seeking out views that are
disconfirming or challenging. In synergistic learning, members acquire a
deep capacity to enter into the mind-set of others" @. 242).This has

obvious appIication to individual learning since it is the interaction of the
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individuds in a team that produces team Ieaming- If the individual is
unskilIed in learning, by definition the team cannot learn.
Prior experiences of learning can act as barriers to W e r
Ieaming. Vaill(1995) discusses institutional learning as a barrier to

continuous Ieaming since 'institutional learning is clearly more of a
system for indoctrination and control than it is for learning...At bottom,

IL [institutionallearning] does not teach learners very much about
themselves as learners. They graduate from IL systems profoundly
ignorant of the learning challenges that they will face for the rest of their
Lives. They are disempowered [from]the very "Lifelong learning"o l which

IL speaks so fondly" (p. 36).
Organizational culture itself can be a barrier to Ieaming as can
power relations (Schein, 1996; SaIaman 86 Butler, 1990).'Organizations

display what can be thought of as "learningdisabilities"or what Argyris

might call "defensive routines" that get in the way of the kind of secondorder Iearning that may be needed in today's turbulent world (Arms 86

Schon, 1996)"(Schein,1996, p. 235).Changing the culture then is as
important as individual action in order to f a a t a t e learning. A study on

resistance to Iearning among managers found that this resistance arose
fiom their previous organizationa1 experiences and that these needed to

be reconcited with the messages received m their training programs

(SaIarnan 8b Butler, 1990).Resistance to Iearning may also come fkom
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jealousy, machismo, partnership or paternalism (SneU, 1990)which in

turn resuIt kom having suffered distress but not learning from it, fear of
perturbation, obsession with short-term results, and Iack of an
appropriate world view. Laiken (1997) explores barriers in implementing
collaboration in organizations by examining the processes that support

collaborative outcomes. In her assessment, the ability to dialogue, to
surface and challenge mental models and to manage polarities are the
critical skills to ensure that collaborative design succeeds.

These adult learning studies point to the importance of identifying

resistance factors in Iearning and removing these in order to facilitate
workers' learning. In Senge's philosophy this would align with

challenging mental modeIs and providing supportive infrastructure, the

assumptions that are made as a result of previous experience, a role that
falls upon the leader as teacher and designer.

Adult learning theory can be viewed as based on adult

characteristics, Me-events, or changes in cognition (Memam 8s
Caffarella, 1991).Much of the research work has been conducted
informally and is based to a Large extent on anecdotes, experientid
evidence or speculation (Merriam, 1987). "No theory fares well when aII
three criteria lpracticd application, understanding, and tmiversali~]are
appIied. Few [theories] have been empirically tested at d,
and none is

supported by a substantial body of research* @. 197).The Iack of
empirical research in the area of adult learning can be illustrated by the

fact that Tough's research in 1979 (cited in Garrison, 199 1) is still cited
as having established adults as seE-directed Iearners. In spite of this
there is nevertheless a plethora of opinion papers specdating on the

nature of adult learning.

From this review, however, the following concIusions might be
drawn: adults as learners have a wide range of experience which
influences and from which they inform their learning activities; profound,
transformative or deep learning happens as individuals critically reflect
upon their leaming and integrate new knowledge with previous
experience, and learning activity is enhanced if the individuals can
identify personal benefit from engaging in learning. In creating an
environment conducive to learning, attention should be directed toward
providing safety and a sense of community, providing leaming oriented
resources and skill development, and removing any potential barriers to

learning.

O r g u n ~ o n a Leadership
L
A review of Ieadership literature shows that there have been a

variety of approaches taken in studying Ieadership, including viewing

Ieadership as a collection of traits, as a repertoire of behaviours, and as a
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process betrneen Ieaders and folIowers (Northouse, 1997).As Makridakis
(1996)notes, leadership theories are created, tested in the business

arena and either modified or forgotten, depending on their validity and
reliability. According to Makridakis few theories stand the test of time

and duress in the field, due to their various inherent limitations.
However that may be, it is worth looking at the approaches that have
been taken in the leadership field in order to cull ideas and practice of

value to this study and to expIore the linkages between leadership and
educational theories. This section will look at the literature on leadership

in business organizations in general, and then investigate areas that
have the learning of followers as a significant leadership orientation.

Many researchers have proposed theories for effective leadership.
Popular literature on the subject crowds bookstore shelves, and the
plethora of changes in leadership style or approach can be evidenced in

the cynicism of the worldorce who treat every change as a "flavourof the
month". Hersey and BIanchard (1993) provide a table of significant
d e s t o n e s in the development of motivation and leadership that includes

twenty-eight significant contributions since 191 1 from the tields of
Psychology and Business Management @. 95). Makridakis (1996)quotes
44 "major management theories" that he has encountered since 1965

along with their inherent probIems or unrealistic assumptions. An
exambation of these andyses shows the diflidty m theorizing about a

construct that is as complex as leadership, given the vast range of
situations and personaIities in which it manifests.

Leading is onIy one of the roles, albeit important, performed by
managers, but the first question in exploring leadership must be, what
does one mean by the term leadership? Leadership has been defined in a

number of different ways. The following definitions have salience in this
study: "Leadershipis the activity of influencing people to strive wiIlin@y
for group objectives* (Terry(1960),
as cited in Hersey 8a BIanchard, 1993,

p. 93),and "[Leadershipis] the process of influencing people toward
accompiishing [theorganization's] goals. (Koontz 86 0'Donnell(1984),as

cited in Hersey 8s BIanchard, 1993, p. 94). DePree (1989)defines
leadership as 'an art, something to be learned over time, not simply by
reading books. Leadership is more tribal than scientific, more a weaving
of relationships than an amassing of information" (p. 3).

In organizations, elements inherent to the leadership role can
impact how that role is carried out. For example, in organizations leaders
are appointed, not chosen by foliowers. The leader is given a mandate by

his or her superiors which they are expected to execute, resuiting in
gods that are imposed on the group. The imposition can be "nice" or 'not

nice*, effective or ineffective, agreed to or contested. Within these and

other variables the Ieader must facilitate the achievement of the goah of
the organization. This means the work group must have the most
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performance- and Ieaming-nurturing environment possibIe, whatever the
internal organizational or external economic or political cIimate.

Leadership can also be viewed as a set of measurements dong a
series of continuurns that indicate varying aspects of leadership. For
example, different leaders would vary dong measures of degree of control
exercised, amount of communication undertaken, amount of one-way or
two-way communication, degree of relationship-building activities,degree
of goal-setting and performance management. Of salience here is the idea
that leadership is a complex interplay of many different variables among

which some may facilitate and others hinder Ieaming in workers.
An important distinction must be made between management and

Ieadership. Kotter (1990),and Bennis and Nanus (1985)both
differentiate between management and leadership. Both agree that

leadership is generative and exploratory, whereas management concerns
itself primarily with arranging work, time and resources in an efficient
manner. The Merence might be illustrated as that between an architect

and a building manager. Architects concern themseIves with ideas and
principles in order to create a living space. Building managers
concentrate on what needs to be done to make existing space efficient for
its occupants. Architects look at the interplay of space, Iight and form.

Building managers look at the interpIay of schedules, usage and

operationaI concerns. It is thus apparent that Ieadership and
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management are very different things though both are necessary to run

an organization effectively. Within the confines of this paper, Ieadership
wilI be the primary focus of exploration.

The physics-based concept of field theory is a useful one fkom
which to view leadership. Wheatley (1994)applies field theory to
organizations. "Fields are unseen structures, occupying space and
becoming known to us through their effects" @. 49). "Fields encourage us
to think of a universe that more closely resembles an ocean, filled with

interpenetrating influences and invisible structures that connecf (p. 5 1).

She identifies vision, culture and values as fields within organizations,
often created by leaders but sustained and encountered by every
employee, usudy through the medium of communication.This concept
is also explored by Roberts, Ross and Smith (1994), who define a field as

'an unseen pattern of structure that is nonetheless red enough to

influence behaviour. We know about these fields - as we know about
gravitationa1, eIectromagnetic, and quantum fields, not because we

experience them directly, but because we see their effects. Developing a
fieId that encourages learning is the primary task of leadership, and
perhaps the only way that a Ieader can genuineIy influence or inspire

others" @. 65). If one stretches the concept of field theory a littIe fuaher,
fields are seen to be created by each Ieader and worker in their respective
areas of influence. The organization as a whoIe creates its o w n field,and

the interaction between all of these manifest as behaviours,
relationships, policies, events or physical environments, depending on

the timing and context of the interaction and the participants involved.
Leadership in this scenario becomes the interface at which a myriad of
fields intermingle, featuring at any one time the principle players of
leader and follower, but informed by each and every other field
participating in any particuIar manifestation or effect of this interface. A
field then becomes an expression of personal or collective energy

occupying space and time, and becomes visible only through its
interaction with other fieIds. When the field is not interacting, it is not
visible and from a research perspective may get overlooked or be

assumed without being articulated. For example,in theorizing around
leadership, cultural and contextual fields permeate human interaction
but are often not acknowledged for their impact on leadership.
I t is not the intent of this study to explore whether Ieaders are

'born or made". Leadership is a component deemed necessary within

business organizations to achieve their gods. However they come to be, it
is the contention of this study that leaders need to exhibit certain

behaviours, demonstrate skilIs and engage in reiationships in order to

achieve organkationd gods, in pafticdar the g o d of continuous
learning. A leader thus is one who is responsiblefrom an orgmiimtional
perspective for the performance of a group of people who report directly to

her or hiin, and for the achieving of organuational goals through the

group's perjiormce. AcknowIedging the implicit assumption within this

framework that Ieaming automatically leads to improved performance,
this study explores which of a leader's behaviow, skills and reIationship

parameters might impact their workgroup's ability to learn. Moreover,
Ieadership will be examined terms of the effective execution of the roles of

teacher, designer, and steward.
Looking at the literature in the leadership area, it is seen that
various leadership theories focus on various fields. Some focus on

Ieaders and their characteristics, skills and behaviours. Some focus on
foIIowersYneeds or organizational gods or contextud factors. Stiu others

Iook at the interactions between specific fields: leader-follower
(relationship),leader-context (contingencyand situation),leader-followercontext (process-based).The latter may be referred to as multiple-field
theories. From a learning perspective, each organizational field may have

an impact on learning in the workplace. In fact, some non-organizationat
fields also come into play, among which might be incIuded those of
societal expectations, personal histories and meta-stories such as
'success", "the good Hen,or ?he American Dream". The following section
wilI introduce Senge's framework of leadership,wiII place Ieadership

theory within a field-based W e w o r k in reIation to Senge's proposal,
and explore its relevance to learning in the workplace.

Senge identifies three major roles for leaders in facilitating learning
in organizations, nameIy designer, steward, and teacher. As designers,

leaders build into organizational structure the antecedents for effective

learning, whether those are policies, work processes or commURication
charmers. A critical skiu for leaders as designers is to see how different

structural factors and processes fit together to enhance or hinder
learning. As stewards, leaders must "naturally see their organization as a
vehicle for bringing Ieaming and change into societyn [1990a,p. 346).
They must have a personal vision or 'purpose s t o w that supports and
embodies the organizational vision. This connection allows the leader to
broaden the purpose of his or her work to encompass humanity's
progression or evolution through learning. In implementing this broader

vision, a leader becomes the steward of that vision. As teachers, leaders
are responsible for "defining reality... leaders can influence people to view
reality at four distinct levels: events, patterns of behaviour, systemic
structures, and a purpose s t o w (1990a, p. 353). Defining reality at the
leveI of individual events leads to a reactive environment. Identifying

patterns of behaviour, the second level of reality, helps to focus toward
longer-term trends and their implications. In Ieaming organizations,
leaders focus their efforts the latter two IeveIs of realits: the systemic
structures which generate the observed events, and the purpose storg, or
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vision, "Much of the leverage Ieaiiers can actually exert Lies in helping
people achieve more accurate, more insightful, and more empowering
views of reality" (1990a, p. 353). There have not been any empirical

studies fkom a follower perspective of leader behaviour relating to these
roles.

Within the leader Eield, various theories have been proposed that

prescribe a certain set of characteristics that leaders need to espouse, for
example charismatic leadership (Bryman, 1992; Conger & Kanungo,

1998),principle-centred leadership (Covey, 1992),or transformational
leadership (Burns,1995).Yet other theories reIy on skill-sets (KiechelI,
1994; Denison, Hooijberg & Quinn,1995; Comett, 1998; Hiltrop, 1998)
or situational contexts (Blake & Mouton 1965, as cited in Goodnow,
1982; Hersey Bs Blanchard, 1993).These theories focus primarily on who

a leader is or is not, what they can do or what they know, or how they
behave. Few of these theories have a direct learning orientation, though

many mention the need for leaders to be effective learners. Often,
because the focus is on the leader, the learning of followers is not

mentioned at aU.
Early studies in Ieadership began by attempting to define the
'great man" through assessing personalities of leaders. The theory of

charismatic leadership b d d s fkom a belief that a set of characteristics,
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the most important of which is charisma,combine to create successfid
Ieaders. Tharismatic Ieaders are thought to possess superhuman
qualities or powers of divine origin which set them apart from ordinary
mortalsn(Hugheset al., 1999, p. 288).These peopIe are leaders due to
inborn qualities including vision, rhetorical ability, the ability to build
trust with and among their followers, and positive use of emotional

expression to build individual relationships with folIowers. It may be
inferred that followers in this theory have a compelling vision within
which to work and that they feel trusted. I t is unclear however whether

the charismatic leader wiII make available the necessary resources and
day-to-day support that helps to create a learning environment.
Another approach to studying leadership was through the
assessment of leader behaviours. These theorists included Lewin (1939,
as cited in Chemers, 1995),who defined autocratic,democratic and

laissez-faire styles of leadership, and Stodgill and Coons (1957,as cited

in Chemers, 1995).who deveioped the Leader Behaviour Description
Questionnaire (LBDQ)
.The LBDQ identified two broad leadership factors,
namely Consideration Behaviour and Initiation of Structure. WhiIe this
was an important advancement of knowIedge, research attempting to
identify how these behaviours related to organizational outcomes was

inconclusive (Chemers,1995).
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Fie-

and Chemers (1984, as cited in Schermerhorn, Hunt 8a

Osbom, 1998) deveIoped a model of the interaction between leaders and
followers based on earlier work around two leader orientations,
relationship- and task-orientation, using the "Least-Preferred Coworker
(LPC) scale. The contingency model of 'situational control" evolved out of

this work and included measurements of Ieader-member relations, task
structure and position power. Thus this theory proposes that in certain
situations task-motivated leaders would perform better than
relationship-motivated leaders, and vice-versa. Interestingly this theory
treated leadership as a trait, not a skill, and assumed that the leaders
themselves would need to be moved to appropriate situations, rather
than suggesting that they might learn how to behave in differing
scenarios.
A skills-based model of leadership is posited by Hughes et al.

(1999)which includes Iearning from experience, communication,
listening, assertiveness, providing constructive feedback, god setting*

stress management, effective relationship building, punishment,
deiegating, meeting skilIs, negotiation, managing conflict, problem

solving, team building, coaching, credibility and empowerment. HiItrop
(1998)aIso suggests that managers require sldns in six main areas,

nameky visioning and planning, information handling, influencing and
negotiating, creativity and learning, teamworking [sic]and leadership,

and change management. Another competency model deveIoped by
KiecheU (2994)recommends that leaders (managers)be proficient in four
key areas: being an expert, being a networker, being self-reliant, and
being reszent Cornett (1998)conducted a study in which she identified
the skills or characteristics of leaders in learning organizations.
Significant sldlIs included the ability to see a purpose and vision, to
communicate effectively and be open to new ideas, a tolerance for

ambiguity along with the ability to act in its presence, and a
developmental focus. "Leaders have exceIIent communication skills and
understand the value of communication and didogue in relationships

and learning. Leaders are able to Iearn and want to learn. They believe
their role is to develop both themseIves a n d othersw(p. 40). Most leaderoriented theories imply that leadership is a construct contained within

the individual leader. Leadership might be inherent or learned,but
resides with the Leader. The leader acts in turn upon their environment

and influences followers in an effective or ineffective manner.
A s can be seen from the brief overview above, leader-field theories

are diverse and inconclusive: if one were to compile a comprehensive Iist
of "characteristic Leader behaviours (or traits)" it might conceivably

incLude most of the range of reasonably constructive human interaction.
Nevertheless, as Kirkpatrick and Locke (1995)observe, '...it is
unequivocally dear that leaders are not l t k otlzerpeopl8 @. 143).W
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leader characteristics have and will continue to pique the interest of
countIess researchers and philosophers over the ages, it appears that the
leader prototype is a M c u i t "bird" to capture o r tame, though it seems
they are easily identified by any obsemer.

Few theories of leadership focus on the followers - perhaps

intentionally SO,since they are aimed at leadership, not folIowership.
However that may be, some theories do emphasize follower needs and
development as an important, if not the only, focus of leadership. Bums
(1995)developed a model of 'transforming leadership" in 1978 that

served a humanistic, developmentd god: that of creating the opportunity
for workers to grow as human beings in a social, moral and spiritual

manner. Bums compares this long-term transforming leadership with
what he called "transactional" leadership, in which the leader contracts
with the worker to deIiver certain products or services. In contrast,

transforming leadership "occurs when one or more persons engage with
others in such a way that leaders and foIIowers raise one another to

higher levels of motivation and moralityC..Theirpurposes, which might

have started out as separate but related...become fused* (Burns,1995, p.
100). In Bums' modeI, the ieader as wen as the folIowers may be

transformed. I t is important to note however that this is not a foIIower-

oriented theory. I t still focuses in a prescriptive manner on leaders'
behaviours.
Bass (1985, as cited in Couto, 1995)made a slight change in
terminology from transforming to transformational leadership, and
suggested that in transformational Ieadership only the followers are
transformed. This view is less exalted than Burn's view of leadership
since it does not extend to social change (Couto, 1995).[n reviewing both

Burns' and Bass's contributions, Couto amibutes their differences to the
organizations that they were studying: formal institutions versus sociopolitical organizations.
Another theory of note is the Path-Goal theory developed by House
(1971, as cited in Chemers, 1995). Path-Goal theory attempts to address

the effect of leader behaviotr on subordinates based on the type of task
the subordinate is trying to accomplish. This theory becomes significant
because it actually addresses the varying needs of followers in the work

context Leader behaviours are classified as directive or pamcipative

which relate to the teacher role for Ieaders in Senge's modeI, supportive
which relates to the designer role, and achievement oriented, which
relates to the steward role.

The theory that leaders shouId choose particdar behaviours based
on differing situations was suggested by Hersey and Blanchard (1993)in
their SituationaI Leadership Theory. They advise that Ieaders should
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maintain a balance between accomplishing tasks versus attending to the
relationship between the leader and the followers, and that this balance

should be dependent on the maturity level of the folIowers and the
nature of the task. Leader behaviours include delegating, participating,
selling, and telling. A s a worker evolves toward maturity,the leader in
turn progresses kom delegation through to telling, selling, or

participating.
Leader-member Exchange (LMX) theory (Dansereau,Graen 8s

Haga, 1975, a s cited in Northouse, 1997)focuses on the relationship
between the Ieader and their followers. In this theory,leaders behave
differently toward their folIowers depending on whether the followers are

part of the uin-group"or the "out-groupn.This theory provides an
interesting insight into leader-follower dynamics, and suggests that from

a learning perspective, members of the in-group might receive greater
access to resources and learning activities than those in the out-group.

Comprehensive, multiple-field theories of Ieadership that address a

combination of leader characteristics and behaviours, follower
characteristics and the relationship between the two have more recentty

begun to emerge. Covey (1992)proposed principle-centred leadership as
a theory that combines acts of modeling, path-finding,empowering and
aIigning. Each of these acts interface across leader, follower and

organizational fields to create a work experience that folIows '@-inciples",
defined as universal rules of human interaction. In this modeI, the goaI
of leadership is to create an environment that builds individual agency

within the framework of the organizational vision. It seems reasonable to

assume that workers who feel compelled by their own as well as the
organizational vision would be more like1y to engage freely in learning
activities for the benefit of the organization, however this is not explicitly

mentioned.
A more recent paradigm of leadership that required active

invoIvement in organizationd affairs and concern for organizational
success from every person in the organization has been posited by Block
(1996).Individual invoIvement in organizational affairs is W e d to

broader societal issues such as democracy and personal agency. He
called this participation "stewardship". SimiIarly, Wheatley (1994)

advocates a fundamental rearrangement of our understanding of

leadership based on interconnections between the organization and
society. In particular, she Iinks new principles in science to leadership,
namely those of chaos theory, field theorg, and sex-organizing structures
7 believe in my bones that the movement toward [participative

management] is rooted, perhaps subconsciousiy for now,in our
changing perceptions of the organizing principles of the universe.
This may sound grandiose, but the quantum reaIm speaks
emphatically to the role of participation, even to its impact on
creating reality. As physicists desmibe this participatory universe,

how can we fail to share in it and embrace it in our management
practices? @. 143).
Denison, Hooijberg and Quinn(1995)propose a muItipIe-field

theory from within a framework of behaviourd compIexity. They argue

that cognitive, behaviourd and emotional compIexity characterize the
field of leadership, and that "the hypothesis of behavioral complexity
implies that the behavioral portfolios of effective leaders should display a

higher dimensionality than those of less effective leaders. Similar
hypotheses could be generated with respect to cognitive and emotional
complacity" @. 537).Their study identified eight behavioural roles that

leaders play, namely innovator, broker, producer, director, coordinator,
faciIitator, monitor and mentor, based on the work of Quinn(1988, as
cited in Denison et al., 1995).These roIes are bounded by a matrix of

intemal/extemal focus and flexibility/stability. This theory, while
comprehensive, is purely b e h a v i o d and does not incorporate,as the

authors suggest, the cognitive or emotional components of leadership.
Further development of this theory by Hooijberg, Hunt and Dodge
(1997) resulted in the creation of the 'Leaderplex model", which

incorporated cognitive, social (ratherthan emotional) and behavioural
compIexity. Their model shows cognitive and social influences on a

Ieader's behavioural repertoire and they propose that 'the more

Ieadership roIes Ieaders can perform, the more likely it is that they wilI

function effectivelf' (p. 376).Carrying this proposition to expIoring

learning in the workplace, it would seem that leaders need to be aware of

the impact of all three inter-relating factors, namely cognitive,
social/emotionaI, and behavioural, on their folIowers' Ieaming. From this
review it can be seen that leadership and its implied counter-ego,

followership, is a complex phenomenon that is socially constructed,
situated arid co-created through interactions between leaders and
followers.

Measuring such a compIex phenomenon poses difficuIties in that
by adopting a deconstructivist paradigm and attempting to isoIate three

roIes out of a potentidy vast array necessarily ignores the other factors
in the leadership equation,such as those mentioned above. However

that may be, when viewed fkom a well-deliberated vantage point, a
portion of the Ieadership landscape can be captured in hue, form and
texture. AppLying Senge's roIes to frame this study wilI create a
perspective on leader-follower dynamics and workplace learning that has
not yet been attempted.

CHAPTER THREE: METHOD
This research project uses a combination of survey method and a
case study research design (Yin, 1989; Fowler, 1993, WhitfieId 8s
Strauss, 1998).The case study approach was used because it "is
particularly we11 suited to researching motives, power relations, or
processes that involve understanding complex social interactions [and

when] the distinction between a phenomenon and its context is unclear"
(Kitay8s Cailus,1998, p. 104).A self-administered survey was chosen
(Fowler, 1993; Whitfield Bs Strauss, 1998; Neuman, 1997) due to the

following considerations. First, the researcher is ari employee of the
corporation. Other methods such as focus groups or intemiews, if
conducted by the researcher, may not have generated unbiased data due
to the interaction and possible reIationship of the researcher and
potentid respondents. WhiIe respondents were chosen randomly, many
of them are personally known to the researcher. Rolonged interaction

between the researcher and respondents, as happens within focus
groups or i n t e ~ e w smay
,
have compromised either their honesty,
perceived safety or willingness to participate. The self-administered
survey method mitigated these potentid biases.
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Second, the researcher's own viewpoint and personal experiences
of learning in this organization may have unintentionaIIy influenced the

data collected in focus groups or interviews. Providing external
fadtation was not an option due to resource constraints. Any potential

bias due to the researcher's own viewpoint was mitigated by asking 18
raters from a Master's class in Workplace Learning at the University of
Calgary to categorize the statements chosen by placing them in one of

the seven constructs. These categorizations were then used to define
boundaries between the constructs and to clarify wording. Also, during a
pre-test pilot survey, 50 respondents were asked to comment on the

syntax and presentation of the statements as well as the survey

instrument in general. These comments were used to examine and

modify the instrument to remove language biases or assumptions the
researcher might have made about learning in this workplace.

Third, the anonymity and confidentiality of the participants would
have been more dEcult to maintain, since by definition in focus groups
one sees the other participants. Fourth, the researcher wanted to access

a large portion (up to 50%) of the Calgary empIoyee poptdation to ensure
data integrity and adequate sampIe size. Time constraints prevented
scheduling interviews or focus groups w i t h such a Iarge number of
people. Fifth,the data generated by more guaIitative means are more
compIex and thus more time-consuming and diEcuIt to interpret The
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survey method chosen allowed for more structured data but still provided
for fkee-form comments at the end of the questionnaire. For this research
project, it was deemed sufficient that a dosed-question self-administered
s w e y would provide sufficient data to test the presence of Senge's roles

and indicate which leader behaviours faciIitated learning for the

foUowers.
Research objectives comprised the following: first, to test for the
presence of Senge's roles in a Canadian mid-size oil and gas expioration
and production company, second, to assess whether followers'

perceptions of leader behaviour change significantly over their duration
of employment, respondent gender, educational Ievel or s u p e ~ s o r
gender, and third, to explore factors which potentidy mediate learning
in this workplace from a follower perspective.
The case study site, PanCanadian Petroleum Limited

('PanCanadian"), employed 2500 peopIe at the time of the research
project. Headquartered in CaIgary, Alberta Canada, its operations
comprise the exploration, production and marketing of crude oil, natural

gas and natural gas liquids. Most of its business is conducted in Canada
and the United States, however over the past five years the corporation

has adopted an aggressive expansion policy to participate in

international ventures. In 1999, its interests incIuded ventures in the
GuIf of Mexico, the North Sea, Australia, VenezueIa and Africa.
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PanCanadian was a convenient site in which to conduct this study

because the researcher is employed by the company. In addition,
PanCanadian espouses a learning organization philosophy, which made
assessment of Senge's leadership roles in this workplace particularly

appropriate.
Followers comprised the selected sample for the research rather

than leaders to mitigate any potential bias that might be created by
leaders self-reporting their behaviours. Samples for both the pilot and
final survey were chosen using a random number generator (Microsoft

Excel spreadsheeting function) which was matched to row numbers of an
alphabetically sorted list of aII full-time employees in the CaIgary head
office. Every person was instructed to provide their responses based on

their experiences of their supervisor. A s a result, the hierarchical
position of the respondent became immaterial, since every employee has
a supervisor with the sole exception of the Resident and Chief Executive

Officer, who was not included in the study. For those employees with
more than one supervisor, respondents were instructed to bear onIy one
of their supemisors in mind a s they filled in the questionnaire, to avoid

garbled data. Those empIoyees participating in the pilot survey were not
incIuded in the seIection of participants for the find survey.

Respondents were assured of both anonymity and confidentiality.
W

e the researcher was aware of the names of the employees that had

been selected to participate, the*subsequentresponses were not
anonymous and were not indentzed with any particular employee. Any
reference to employee names were removed from the questionnaires and
each was given a numerical identifier prior to data entry. As data entry
was done using a batching approach (greater than 10 at a time), the
likelihood that a name or number wodd be retained in the researcher's
memory was reduced to nil (thereader is assured this researcher does

not have a photographic memory). To prevent accidental access to data

by other employees at the work site all respondents were requested to
convey their responses in a sealed envelope to a remote site at the

University of Calgary. Data were compiled away from the work site and
all responses were similarly stored in a secure location offsite. Some

respondents utiIized inter-office mail to convey their responses to the
researcher. In this instance the resemcher pIaced the responses in a
secure drawer and conveyed them that same evening to the remote site.

The survey statements were developed using core ideas from
Thompson (1995),Brown (1995),Pedler, Burgoyne, and BoydeII (199I),
and Senge (1990b).Each of the three leader roles were defined by

descriptive questions representing themes or constructs (see TabIe I ),
which were then further specified using b e h a v i o d statements (see

Appendix A: Statements used in Survey ).
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Both positive and negative statements were b e d to test each of

the constructs and to minimize response biases. Respondents were not
advised whether statements referred a particular construct or role, nor
were the names of the constructs or roles expIained. The statement order
for the questionnaire was scrambled using a random number generator
and the vehicle of measurement was a five-point Likert scale indicating

level of agreement for each of the f i n d fifty-two statements.

Leader as Teacher
Behavioural statements for the teacher role relied on four
constructs: Reality, Modeling, Nurturing and Systems Thinking. The first
constmct, Reality, emphasizes the importance of awareness of one's
mental models and the ability to challenge them. The leader's role in this
consmct is to assist workers in identifLing their own assumptions in

order to arrive at an accurate assessment of current state, after which it
might be possible to evaluate alternatives.

Table 1: Roles and Corutructs used in Survey Instnmaent

Role
Teacher

ComCruct8
Reality
Modeling

g-N
Systems
Designer:

Policy
Resources

Steward:

Vision

"Learnersdo not always dig deep below the surface for underlying

values and beliefs that govern their initial understanding of the situation
but, when they do, learning can include a transformation of the basic

mental models by which they view the world" (Watkins 86 Marsick, 2992,
p, 294).If an accurate view of reality is not achieved, decisions are made

from an erroneous or inappropriate perspective, This critical ability is
echoed in other adult learning literature '...perhaps

the most

fundamental role of a teacher is to encourage and deveIop critical
thinking. This is true not only because...critical thinking is a central

component of adult education, but aIso because it is the one function

that learners find most diffZcult to perform themseIvesm(Garrison, 199 1,
p. 299). BrooIdieId (1987)also comments on the danger of appIying

existing h e w o r k s to accurateIy understand reality:

Attempting to understand our frameworks of understanding by
using those very frameworks is highly probIematic. I t is Iike trying
to step outside of our physical body so that we can see how a new
coat or dress looks fkom behind ....W e hold up our behaviour for
scrutiny by others, and in their interpretation of our actions we are
given a reflection, a mirroring of our own actions from an
unfamiliar psychoiogical vantage point. This is how critical hepers
function; they are mirrors who help us interpret and question our
ideas and actions fkom a new viewpoint" @. 29).

S m e y statements included whether leaders encouraged followers
to gather information about their own behaviours, whether leaders

provided feedback themselves, whether leaders challenged assumptions

and asked for solutions Mering from the customary framework.
The second construct, Modeling, captured whether leaders showed
their commitment to learning tJxough their o w n actions relating to
themselves; that is, whether they led by example. 'The most important
role of the teacher is to model critical thinking. That is, the teacher must
be wilIing and prepared to subject his or her own values, beliefs and

ideas to critic& analysis...Role modelling of critical thinking is risky and
therefore requires courage and imagination"(Garrison,
Statements focussed on whether the leader showed the importance of
Iearning by engaging in it for their own benefit, whether they encouraged,

valued and solicited chdenges to their o w n thinking &om followers,
whether they refrained fkom dysfunctional behaviour such as bIaming
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and retaliation when challenged by followers, and whether the foIlowers

felt their supervisors Iistened to their point of view.
As important as role modeling is, it is also critical to actively

nurture learning in others. The third construct, Nurturing, explored how
leaders treated their foZlowers 'learning activities. Behavioural statements
included creating a safe environment, provision of opportunity to practice

and experiment, sharing and encouraging followers to share information,
leader responses to mistakes made by followers, and leader responses to
folIowers taking time to reflect at work.

The find construct in the Teacher role was Systems View,which
examined the leader's ability to make connections between seemingly

disparate events, to identi.@patterns, and to encourage their folIowers to
do so. Statements asked whether followers felt they were encouraged to
see connections between their work and that of others in the company,
whether their supervisor looked for patterns across events and time,

whether followers were encouraged to refiame their thoughts from others'
perspectives, and whether they were encouraged to connect with others

outside their own area of expertise.

The Designer role exempIified the architectural nature of
Ieadership, and had two constructs, PoIicy and Resource Provision.

Policy referred to the formal and informal work practices that were

implemented by the leader, and examined whether these supported or
hindered learning. Statements included whether learning activities were

considered part of job performance either informally or formally, whether

the foIIowers had learning plans, whether the established procedures or
work practices were easy to challenge or change, whether it was a norm

in their work group to take time to think,whether foUowers felt
responsible for their own learning, and whether the followers felt

rewarded for engaging in learning activities.

An obvious sign of commitment to learning in an organization is
the provision of resources devoted to making it happen. The second
construct in the Designer role, was Resource Rovision to examine
whether resources had been offered or provided, and inchded

statements referring to provision of time, information or finances to

engage in learning activities, documenting learning in order to share
them with others, and whether followers had received baining in how to

dialogue.

This was the most difEcult construct to deveIop or quantify, since
it referred to a Ieader's phiIosophicat outlook rather than any concrete
behavioms that a foIIower might observe-However, it was apparent that

followers wodd be aware of the presence or absence of a vision around
learning and leader actions associated with such a vision. Survey
statements described leader behaviour by asking whether the leader had

articulated a vision that included learning, whether they supported that
vision in the face of politicd or economic adversity, and whether they
encouraged the development of personal vision in their followers.

Six of the statements assessed perceived success of s u p e ~ s o in
r
creating a learning environment, including &5ctive, qualitative and
quantitative influences on folIowers' learning. Other questions nested
within the constructs discussed above tested for adult learning principles

such as the presence of time to reflect, the provision of forums to create
learning communities, rewarding learning activities, encouragement of
critical thinking and provision of opportunities to practice. General
comments were solicited at the end of the questionnaire (see Appendices

B and C).
The Q U m q
A pilot survey was conducted with fifty of 937 Calgary-based full-

time employees. Twenty-fivefemales and twenv-five males were

randody seIected to participate using a random number generator, and
were given six working days to respond. Surwys were issued on May 6 ,

1999,a written reminder was distriibuted on May 12,1999 and the
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response deadline was May 14,1999. Late responses were accepted for

one additional week due to mail delivery deIay. The response rate was 68
per cent of the 50 employees sampIed. Based on the resuIts from the
pilot survey, changes were made to the research instrument. Statements
were added to captuse qualitative, quantitative and affective impact of

supervisor behaviours. All statements were edited to eliminate any
Lingering language biases such a s potentidy Ieading statements,
culturally sensitive wordings, words w i t h negative or positive
connotations, and any potentidy gendered words. Editing also removed
statements that might apply to more than one construct. The constructs
themselves were amalgamated in instances where there was too much

overlap in descriptive statements. For exampIe in Designer, two
constructs referring to Policy and Job Design were amalgamated into a
singIe construct, Policy. An addition& statistic was captured, namely the

gender of the leader.
The final survey was administered to 390 full-time employees
selected at random from the corporate headquarter site, excIuding those
that had participated in the piIot. EmpIoyees were were given two weeks
(10 workdays) to respond. Surveys were issued on JuIy 6, 1999 and the

response deadline was July 23, 1999. Late responses were accepted for
one additional week due to maiI deberg d e w The response rate was 49
per cent-

Results were compiIed using Microsoft ExceI, and were initially

captured by respondent identifier with associated coded demographics
and numerical codes for their degree of agreement. Results were
tabulated for frequency of respondents that marked 'strongly agree" and

'agree" for each statement on the questionnaire. 'Undecided*, adisagree"

and "strongly disagreenwere not andysed, since this study was
interested in the presence of behaviours (indicatedby agreement) rather

than their absence, which would have manifested as "undecided,
'disagreen or "strongly disagree". Negatively worded statement responses
were Tipped" so that those respondents strongly agreeing with a
negatively worded statement were represented as having strongly

disagreed w i t h its equivalent positive version. The frequencies for each
statement were divided by the totaI number of respondents to a m v e at

percentages representing "those that agreed". This method was repeated

within respondent sub-groups, converting every fkequency to a per cent
equivalent, thus equating sample sizes and dowing for comparison
across various sub-groups using an Analysis of Variance (Domeaius,

1992),which assumes equaI sample sizes.
Percentaged levels of agreement for each statement, construct or

role do not sum to 100 since each respondent couId potentially agree

with all statements. Level of agreement is assumed to have been

normally distributed and could vary fiom 0 to 100 per cent for each

averaged statement. Results were anaIyzed for agreement with the three
roles and seven constructs, and examined for signifcant differences
within respondent sub-groups seIected by duration of employment,

education, gender and occupational group. The response rate was 49 per
cent (see Table 2 and Table 3 ).

TPble 2: The Raspofwe Rate, Gender and Education Profile of
Respondents

Surveys distributed
Responses received

Response rate (%)
Gender Distribution
FemaIe
Male
BIank
TotaI
Disqualified (late, not
included in Total above)

High School
Certificate/ Diploma
Technicd School
Undergraduate Degree
Graduate Degree
BIank

#

Rasp % smpl % popn
90
105
0
195
11

46

45

54

55

15
22
12
32
9

2

17

5
12

27
24
84
43
0

52
34

9
14
12
43
22

I t is interesting to note the gender difference in educational

attainment. Most of those marking Wgh SchooP were females, while the
great majority of those marking "Undergraduatenor 'Graduate* degree
were male.

The implications might be that male High School graduates are not
hired by PanCanadian for the jobs that require that level of education,

and may point to gendered employment practices. Again, there is a

gender difference in occupational group. AU the assistants without
exception were female, and the vast majority of supervisory positions

were held by males.

Table 3: RespondentsrPosition in Company and Duration of
Employment
Years with Cornpony

Female

Male

L -4
5-9

All

% of

60

Total
3I

42
34
28

10-14
15-19
>=20

13

17
14
9
0
6

All

YO

18

Blank
Less than one year

Occupational Group
Assistant
Professiond
Supervisory
Technicd
Blank

Fede
28

Male
0

22

--

28

14

The composite average of responses across all three constructs
showed 62 per cent agreement that the three roles were manifest at
PanCanadian (see Table 4).

The average level of agreement for individual roles showed

agreement leveis to be: Designer, 57%, Steward, 63%and Teacher, 67%.
Table 4: Survey Results Orouped by Role (% agreement)

TEACHER
Systemic Outlook (TS)

View of Reality (TA)
Nurturing Learning

(TN)

Modeling (TM)
Average
DESIGNER

Resource Provision

(DR)
PoEcies (DP)
Average

STEWARD
Vision (Sv)

COMBINED
n = (AU = 195,F = 90,M

=

105)

Within the Designer role, the Resource construct (54%)measured

whether respondents perceived that the supervisor provided resources to
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engage in leaming, whether information on learning opportunities was
seen to be provided to the worker, whether the workers felt they were
given time off work to learn, and whether the worker felt they had been
trained in how to dialogue.
In particular, documenting learning (36%)and receiving training in
dialoguing (26%)showed the lowest agreement IeveIs. The Resource

construct showed lower agreement Ievels than Policy (60%)which
measured whether learning was perceived to be part of performance
expectations, rewards and appraisals, whether workers had learning
plans or development contracts with their supervisors, whether they felt

they were encouraged to take time out of their work schedule to reflect,

and whether the supervisor had created forums for leaming to be shared.
The Policy construct showed low agreement for docating time to think at

work (26%),rewards for engaging in learning (49%)and the presence of
persond learning plans (52%).High agreement IeveIs across both
constructs related to resource provision for Iearning (87%),feeling
expected to share learning as part of job performance (80%)and being
expected to take individuaI responsibility for Iearning (93%).
The Steward role comprised a sin&

construct, Vision. The

averaged IeveI of agreement with this construct was 63%. Within Steward
the lowest agreement level was for 'support for Iearning activities not

related to the success of the workgroup within the company" (43%).

When asked whether their supervisors articulated their support for
learning, =My supervisor says that learning is a high priority", 71%of the
respondents agreed.
The Teacher role contained four constructs: Reality, Modeling,

Nurturing, and Systems. The Reality construct tested for leader
behaviour around challenging assumptions and providing accurate

feedback. For example, workers were asked whether they were
'encouraged to gather feedback from customers and colleagues about my
performance in order to challenge assumptions about myself", and

whether the 'supervisor challenges the assumptions I make about
myser. While respondents felt encouraged to gather feedback from
customers and colleagues in order to chdenge their assumptions about
themselves (TO%),they showed Iess agreement that they were receiving
these behaviours from their supervisors (challenging assumptions 49%.

feedback 48%),a finding that contradicts worker perceptions of a related
construct, Modeling.
Modeling statements referred to leader behaviour that
demonstrated their own commitment as weU as desirable learning
behaviours such as understanding others' perspectives, soficiting ideas
from followers and soIiciting chaIIenges from folIowers. AU statements

showed agreement IeveIs greater than 60%, with exception of "not
retaliating when chaIIenged by others" which showed 60% agreement.

The Nurturing construct tested for respondent perceptions of

Ieader behaviours that activery supported and encouraged learning
activity, such as creating a safe climate, encouraging experimentation

and providing opportunities to practice new skills. The highest agreement
levels were for supervisors encouraging the sharing of new ideas (87%)

and not blaming others for mistakes (82%).The lowest agreement level
was for opportunity to practice (34%)and feeling their supervisor was

comfortable if the workers were &justsitting and thinking" at work (54%).
Systems referred to systems thinking, which is the ability to
envision and identify connections between work processes and people, to
see patterns developing across individual events and to identify

underlying causes from superficial symptoms. The lowest agreement Ievel
was for i d e n m g underlying patterns (38%),and the highest were

identifying connections (82%)and generating creative solutions by
Ieveraging connections (82%).Two-way N O V A Swere executed on
various sub-groups of respondents. These sub-group results are
discussed beIow. A11 andyses were conducted at an alpha level of 0.05.

Representation from both genders was comparable (males,54%;

femdes, 46%) to that found in the employee popuIation (males, 55%;
females, 45%). Responses across gender of respondents and supervisors

(females: males) were not significantly different (See Table 5 and Table 6).
nor were responses grouped by educational attainment (see Table 7).

TabIe 5: Analysis by Respondent Gender
Agreement Levels

DP
0.6L
0.6I

F
M

DR
0.56
0.56

SV
0.66
0.63

TA

TM

TN

TS

0.62
0.58

0.75
0.71

0.67
0.68

0.70
0.69

Anova: Two-FactorWithout
Replication
Variance Within Groups:

Count

SurnofScores

Average

Van'ance

TS
2
Variance Between Groups:

1.382

0.69 Z

0.000

F P-value

F d

S-Y

SourceofVanation

Gender
Constructs
Error
Total df

df

Mean
Spares
1
0.000
6
0.006
6
0.000
13

4-956 0.068
43-187 0-000

5.987
4.284

In effect, results showed that respondents, when grouped by
gender or by educational attainment, had shdar opinions of their

supervisor's behaviours, implying initially that Leaders in this

organization do not treat workers differently due to gender or educational
attainment. Further analysis however, revealed gender differences when
grouped by occupation. These wilI be illustrated and discussed
presently.

Table 6: Analysis by Supervisor Gender

Agreement Level.
F

M

DP

DR

SV

0.63
0.60

0.60
0.54

0.68
0.60

TM

TN

0.64 0.69
0.56 0,77

0.66
0.69

TA

TS
0.69
0.69

Anova: Two-Factor Without

Repfication
Variance Wtthin Groups
Count
F
7
M
7

Variance Between Grouvs
Source of
df
Mean
Vm"ation
Squares
Gender
1
0-001
Constructs
6
0-006
Error
6
0-001
Total df
13

Sum
4-586
4.453

F
0+73
3-75

Average
0.655
0.636

Van'ance
0.00 1
0.006

P-value

F crit

0-42
0-06

5.98
4.28

Table 7: Analpis by Education

Agreement Leveb

DP

DR

Ceficate 0.62
Technicd 0.62
High 0.50
School
Under- 0.60

0.57
0.53
0.58

SV

TA

TM

TN

0.66 0.64 0-79 0.71
0.61 0-60 0-66 0.64
0.72 0.65 0.73 0-63

0,54 0-61
Graduate
Graduate 0-59
0-53 0.61
Anova: Two-Factor Without
Replication
Variance Wzthin Groups
SY
Count
C
7
T
7

0-53 0-74 0.67
0.59

0-76 0-71

TS
0.67
0.72
0.68
0.70
0.67

-

H
U
G
DP
DR

7

7
7
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

SV
TA

TM
TN
TS

Sum
Average Variance
4.662
0.666
0.005
4,384
0.626
0,003
4.486
0.641
0,007
4.387
0.627
0.007
4.475
0.639
0,006
2.932
0,586
0,002
2.753
0.551
0,000
3.206
0.641
0.002
3,004
0.601
0.002
3.686
0.737
0.002
3,360
0.672
0.001
3-452
0.690
0.000

Variance Between Groups
Source of
Mean
F
VmCaLdzdzon
Squares
Education
4
0-001 1-13?
Constructs
6
0.021 13.229
Emor
24
0-001
Total df
34

a-

P-value

F crit

0,362
0,000

2,776
2.508
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Across occupational groups, the Assistant (A), Rofessional [P) and

Supervisory (S) groups were found to be signEcantLy different (see Table
8 1-

Table 8: Anolprir by Occupation
--

Agreement Levels
Occupation
Assistant
Professional

Supervisor

DP
0.51
0.60
0.61

DR

TM

TN

TS

0.50 0.62 O+56 0.71
0.56 0-62 0.56 0.74
0.51 0.64 0.59 0.78

0.59
0.69
0.70

0.60
0.69
0.75

SV

TA

Anova: Two-Factor Without

Replication
V d n c e Wrthin Groups
Sum
SUMmARY Count
4.093
A
7
P
7
4,464
4.571
S
7

Variance Between Grouws
Source of
df
Mean
VmCUIatfon
Spares
Occupation
2
0.008

Average

0,585
0,638
0.653

F

P-value

9.447

0.003

Variance
0,005
0.005
0.009

F&
3.885

Constructs
Error
Total df

InterestingIy, alI of the &Assistant?category were female, and an
ANOVA on constructs by gender within occupational groups d s o found
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significant differences. However these were most likely due to the

occupational group itself, rather than due to gender. Further analysis
verified significant differences across the 'professional" group (see Table
9 and Table 10 ). In other words, professional females and males had

significantly different experiences of leader behaviours, though 'all

females" and "all males" did not.
Likewise, Assistants had different experiences than Professionals.

This contradicts the earlier finding that neither gender nor education
were determinants of difference in responses - since most Assistants
were female and High School graduates, and most Supervisors were male

and held Undergraduate or Graduate degrees, by definition, there is a
gender and educational difference in responses, though it is hidden when
grouped by 'all females" or "all University Graduatesn.A two-tailed t-test

comparing superoisory males and females however (p(Tc=t)= 0.13, df =

22)did not show si@cant

differences, impIying that at a supemisory

level, responses did not differ by gender.

The Yess than one year* responses (n= 13) were not analyzed
since many of them noted in the comments that they had not been at the
company long enough to be very sure of their opinions and hence their
responses may have been inaccurate.

Table 9: A ~ I y s i of
s Occupation grouped by gender
Agreement LeveIs
Occupation/
n
DP
DR
SV
TA TM
-

Gender
Prof, femsTes

Prof. males
Sup. females
Sup,males
Assistants
(females)
Technical

47
79
9
25
28

--

0.65
0.58
0.64
0.60
0.51

0.59
0.54
0.56
0.50
0.50

0.66
0.59
0.71
0-61
0.62

0.61
0.53
0.69
0.55
0.56

0-76
0.73
0.81
0.76
0.71

6 0.74

0.70

0.70

0.79 0.72

TN

TS

0.71
0.68
0.72
0.69
0.59

0,70
0.69
0.89
0,70
0.60

0.69

0-83

MOVA Two-Factor Without Replication (excludingTechnical)
V ' a n c e within G r o u ~ s
SOMM;4RY
Count
Sum
Averaae
Variance

Variance Between Groups
Source of
df
Vm-ation
Rows
4
Columns
6
Error
24
Total df
34

F

P-value

F d

0,018 12,774
0,029 20.803
0-001

0.000
0.000

2,776
2,508

Means
Squares

Table 10: AnaIph of Professional Females and Hales

ANOVA Two-Factor Without Remlication
Variance Withiit Groups
SUMWWY Count

Sum

Variance Between Groups
Source of
df
Memt
Variation
Squares
Gender
I
0.008
Constructs
6
0.009
Error
6
0,000
Total
13

Aueraae

Van-mce

A

F

P-value

F d

25.89
28.87

0.002

5-987
4,284

0.000

Results across groups by duration (Table 1 1) showed a significant
depression of agreement IeveIs at the 15-19year group,with a "reboundw

effect after the 20 year mark. For example, agreement IeveIs for Policy in

the 15-19 group were 53%,and were 61% for 10-14and 68% for >20
groups.

This meant that the 15-19 group had lower agreement levels than
the other two groups, a Ending that was consistent across dl constructs.

The ANOVA showed that this h d i n g was not due to chance, and
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sampling errors had been omitted by using a random sample. Therefore,
some other explanation for these results must be devised.

Table 11: Analysis by Dumaion of Employment

Duration

DP

DR

SV

TA

TM

TN

TS

n

IIIK)VA of nspondentsJhm 10 to > 20 ye-

Variance Wtthh Groups
SUMlMARY Count

Sum

Averaue

Vi"ance

-

Vizn~mce
Between Groups
Source of
df
Mean
F
Vatfatiion
Squares
Duration
2
0.057
62.367
6
0-020 22,825
Constructs
12
0.000
Error
20
Total df

P-value

F crit

0,000

3.885

0.000

2,996

OuaEtative Data

Comments were solicited at the end of the questiomaire. Analysis
revealed a number of major themes including: length of time employed at
the organization, change, culture, survey design, and gender and race
(see Appendix C).

The first grouping, comments based on length of time employed,

focussed on the "less than one yea?' group of employees, who remarked
that their responses might be compromised because they had not been at
PanCanadian long enough to provide what they thought was vaIid data
"Please note I have got a Iot of undecided simpIy because I have only
been here 2 months. Don't know as of yet*. Several respondents felt that
their responses were difficult to provide because of the degree of change

in s u p e ~ s o r that
s
they had recently experienced. &Pleasebe advised I've
only work[edl for my current supervisor for 1 1 months. M y answers

would not have been so positive with my prior supervisor. S u p e ~ s o r s

make a tremendous merence to my l e a m h g curve". Another respondent
commented: "Inthe 4 112 years I have been with the company this is the
4th supervisor I've had [and] the 6th organizational change including

three changes in structure immediately above my s u p e ~ s o rMy
.
personal development pIan has been greatIy impacted by these, one of
which was due to economic environment. By impacted I mean ignored. ie
what is best for company despite documented development plans". Since

respondents were asked to refer to one particular s u p e ~ s owhile
r

responding,these responses were incIuded in the analysis. Some
respondents made comments about the culture of the organization and
how that impacted their learning. These included comments about sub-

cultures within particular groups, the value pIaced on learning by

individual s u p e ~ s o r sor
, respondent perceptions of corporate cuIture.

One respondent commented "As learning new skills is one of my personal
goals my supervisor o d y negatively impacts this activity slightly. A more
open or positive individual would make it easier to learn. The last

comment I heard was to look at appropriate courses but not too hard as
it is a tight year financially at PCP. Stewarding intellectual capital?n

Another comment referred to the value placed on learning. 'learning is
still second to doing the work at hand. I don't believe many managers

can value the thinking of a better method while the work piles up even if
re-work is a major contributor to the Ioad". Survey design issues were

raised, fkom formatting/proof-reading to questioning the assumptions
behind the survey. One respondent questioned the extent of the role that
supervisors play in creating Ieaming "The survey's approach gives me the
impression that the assumption is that the supemisor creates the
environment for learning vs. it being the mdividuaI's initiative to create it

- a shared model vs. one or the other". This respondent appeared to be
expressing their ownership of and initiative m driving the learning
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process. One comment was received relating to each of gender and race:
=Due to my position and overaU perceived impact to the company, my
GM's lack of understanding of what I do and his lack of curiosity to find

out - I tind that I am on my own in terms of how I am evaluated and
compensated. Learning is limited and frowned on if it is not computer
related, whereas others of the same position spend substantid time on
field training and trips that I have been told I am not to go on due to the
lack of relevancy to my career development. I hate to say it but the
apparent favoritism seems to be gender-related in this group". and 'My
supe~sor
tends to beebop [sicj at picking favorites lately. You never

know what kind of a day you're going to have. Some are treated harder

than others due to race. Basically some are allowed excuses and others
not. The supemisor is intelligent and well-Iiked, but the work
environment is very stressful 1ateIy"-A few respondents shared personal
comments, which are not included here since they were revealing enough
to jeopardize the identity of the respondent. Other comments are
included but are not pertinent to this research. Comments reIating to the

individual supervisors were the most frequent, both fkom a negative and
potitive perspective. Many re-iterated items that the survey captured
through descriptive statements, but again a theme throughout was the
existence of sub-cultures that either promoted or dissuaded Iearning
activities. A n example of a negat5ve comment: "My supervisor is very

insecure, rigid and preaching. He is aIways stating the obvious/

motherhood statements. He is not concerned if I have a learning
experience at work or not. H e is always highIy CfiticaI and judgemental
[sic]and does not toIerate experimentation and mistakes." Conversely,
positive comments were also received "MysupeMsor and PCP in general

have always been supportive of my learning progress. I am provided
opportunities to interact in areas that are new to me, and I have
resources to tap into when I run into areas that I have problems in".

CHAPTER FWEk ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In general, the results corroborate that the foIIowers agree that
each of the three roles that Senge recommends do manifest in this
company. However, a s with any complex human behaviour, it is

premature to assert that these behaviours are either necessary or
sufficient for learning to occur, though it might be possible that these
behaviours do faditate learning. This study did not measure the quality
or quantity of learning that occurs in this workplace, though it did query

'
"helped them
whether the followers felt their s u p e ~ s o r sbehaviours
l e a d . High levels of agreement with this statement as well with the
affective, qualitative and quantitative statements demonstrated followers'
appreciation for faciIitating behaviours, yet does not point conclusively to
the necessity of such behaviours in order for leaming to happen. The role

of personal agency should not be underestimated in the leader-follower
relationship: Workers who are determined to learn may self-select away
fkom the Suence of non-facilitative supervisors, or may continue to
learn in spite of any negative actions on their supervisors' part. To

further expIore this framework would require that an alternative research
design be devised, such a s a quasi-experiment& study with a "controI"

group of peopIe whose supervisors did not exhibit these behaviours, and
an "experimental"group whose supervisors do exhibit these behaviours,
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with standardized "Iearningacti~ties"
for both groups. It would also be

interesting to investigate environments that do not articulate or espouse
learning philosophies such as Senge's, to assess leader behaviours in

this area and their influence on learning compared to organizations such
a s this case study.
Reviewing the results fkom an adult learning theory perspective
delineates the difticulties of applying theories to the workplace. For
example, one proposition explored in the literature review was that
adults as learners have a wide range of experiences which influence, and
from which they inform their Ieaming activities. This was examined
through statements that questioned whether previous experiences were
consciously utilized as learning catalysts and whether these were
captured or articulated and shared. Respondents, when asked whether

they took time from their work schedule to think about learnings from
experiences indicated that they had little time in which to engage in such
deIiberate Iinking (25% agreement) and recording (36%agreement).
Another aduIt Learning theory suggests that profound.

transformative or deep learning happens as individuds critically reflect

upon their Iearning and integrate new knowedge with previous
experience. Statements referring to reflection contradicted each other=
one statement intimating that %me be taken out of the work schedule to
think about Iearning? received only 25% agreement, where another
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statement referring to Yeeling comfortabIe "just sitting and thinkind"
received 54% agreement. It may be that the appearance of "not working
by engaging in thinking is unpopular in this organization's culture, and

that perhaps suggesting that time was taken "from the work schedule" to
reflect may have biased responses. O n the other hand, respondents

showed stronger agreement that their s u p e ~ s o r supported
s
their
thinking activity which may reflect an over& burgeoning cultural change
or another indication of sub-cultures,

Critical reflection occurs a s existing thought patterns are identified
and assumptions are chdenged. In this study challenging assumptions
to expose mental models showed 49% agreement (T'm encouraged to

gather feedback fiom customers and colleagues about my performance in

order to chalIenge my assumptions about myself", and "My supervisor
challenges the assumptions I make about mysew), which indicates that
over half of the respondents either did not agree or were uncertain

whether their assumptions were challenged by their supervisor. If critical

thinking is happening at alI in this organization, for over half the peopIe
it is not occurring through chaIIenging assumptions, at least from the

supe~sor,though it may occur through other avenues. Follower
perceptions of Ieader activity in refiaming showed 70% agreement and

encouragement of critic& comments showed 73%agreement which might
seem to suggest that Ieaders are attempting to critically examine mental

models. However, respondents did not feel their assumptions about

themselves were challenged by their supemisor (49% agreement),nor
were they given frequent feedback on their performance (48%agreement).
Respondents did not feel encouraged to document their learnings (36%)
yet felt responsibIe for sharing them with others (80%).These findings

reveal lost opportunities for the organization to leverage whatever
Ieanring is happening by articdating and disseminating it to other
workers.
AduIt learning theory also states that learning activity is enhanced
if the individuals can identify personal benefit from engaging in learning.

However in this case study, while a high proportion of respondents
agreed with the statement '7 am responsible for my [earning"(93%), and

that their supervisors also said that learning was a high priority (71%),
almost haIf the respondents did not have a learning plan (52% agreement
with 4 have a persona1 development plan or learning contract with my

supervisof).

The differences in agreement levels across duration were
interesting, and may be explained by the phases of "honeymoon",
'disilIusionrnent" and 'reconciliation" that are experienced in human
reIationships, if such a paraUe1 couId be drawn to a reIationship between
an employee and employer. It is possibk that the 15-19 year empIoyees

were experiencing disilIusionment wit6 their supervisor and work
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environment whereas the honeymooners ( c15 years, though this may be
a stretch for the length of time allocated to a honeymoon!) had not yet

reached that disiktsionment and the veterans ( >= 20 years) had
reconciled their differences. It may be that the 15-19 year employees

need different kinds of support for Ieaming than other empIoyees.
Alternatively, it might be that after 15 years of employement these
empIoyees had reached a plateau where they saw little opportunity for

learning or advancement, and thus were more c r i ~ c of
d their
supervisors.
Another explanation for this d a t a might be that the 15-19
empIoyees are caught &betweena rock and a hard place* in that they feel

they are senior empIoyees and "should know" how to learn and how to be
self-directed, yet have spent most of their work lives in a miIieu that
discourages individual thought and agency. Also, supervisors of these
'senior" employees may feel they 'ought to know" about learning and

therefore do not expend effort to support them. This would show in lower
agreement levels for supervisor behaviour, which does in fact happen.

FinaIly, employees in this group may more critical of their s u p e ~ s o r s

than other groups for reasons unknown to the researchers.

The finding that gender played a significant part in responses of

sub-groups(basedon occupation) was not surprising, considering the
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substantive body of research on gender in organizations. The degree of
the difference within femdes, however, was large (58%agreement for
Assistants, 66% for Professionals and 7 1%for Supervisors). An
interesting expIanation for this might be found in the level of adaptation
to a male-oriented environment required to succeed in a corporation
such as PanCanadian. Wajcman (1998),
for instance argues that senior
women managers manage in much the same way as senior men, within

sWar contexts, because Ieadership styles are shaped by "organizationd
imperatives than by the sex or personal style of speczc individuals" (p.
159).Therefore, it might be postulated that the women in higher

positions had successfully adapted to the dominant male environment

and PanCanadian's imperatives, were more comfortable with male norms
and behaviour patterns, and so felt more agreement with the statements

in the survey.
One could speculate that the female supervisors naturally had or
had deveIoped a more maIe perspective than the female professionals or
assistants. If this were the case, their positive perceptions of supportive

behaviour from their supervisors wouId be higher than those of the other
groups, which is substantiated in the results.
I t may aIso be that this corporation treats supervisors in general
more favourabIy in learning activities than other staff hence the
difference between the three occupational groups. This explanation
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however is not supported by maIe supervisory agreement levels (63%)

which were comparable to female (66%)or male (61%)professionaIs.
Another explanation of the data might be that assistants experience
fewer supportive learning behaviours fkom their supemisors, and find

themelves in a "pink ghetto" with less opportunity to Iearn. It would be
interesting to investigate further the behaviour patterns of leaders toward

both the assistant group and the male professional group to explore the
factors involved in their lower agreement levels reIative to the other sub-

groups.
A key point in Senge's phiIosophy is the use of dialogue and the

balance between inquiry and advocacy as a vehicle for learning. The low
level of agreement relating to having received training in how to dialogue

(25%)may indicate that this has either been overlooked as a learning
tool, that respondents misunderstood the meaning of the word, or that

they took the word Ytrahhg"literally to mean a course, workshop or
other formal session and responded negativeIy. It may have been more
pertinent to ask whether the respondents could describe what diahgue

was and relate a situation in which they had demonstrated its use.
I t is also uncertain,due to the ambiguity of the concept of
Iearning, whether respondents were referring to mere information

acquisition o r the deeper, transformative Iearning that both Senge and
M e o w recornmen& Further discussions with focus groups within the

sample set or a different research methodology wouId be required to
access this deeper level of conceptuahation.
The contradictory findings emphasize the difficulty of extrapolating

from theories to the workplace. As is apparent fkom the agreement levels
in this sumey, many of these workers did not feel they could take time to
Ieam, to reflect or to journal. Respondents' comments also illustrated

this dilemma: that while they think continuous learning is important,
they do not feel they have time to actually deliberately do it at work. This
Ending casts doubt either on whether Ieaming is happening at all in this
case study, or on the body of theory itself.

The contradictions also seem to demonstrate a disconnect between
espoused and actual attitudes and actions toward Ieaming in this
workplace. In both cases, supervisors seem to encourage learning activity

yet it is not part of the cultural norm. In Senge's model this should show
up as Iower agreement for the Designer roIe, which in fact does occur.

From these results it appears that infrastructure is not supportive and
could be improved. Perhaps the high level of personal responsibiliv in

this workforce reflects a Iow need for the kind of structural support
surveyed m this research.

The low incidence of fundamental Iearning bIocks such as
reflection, critical thinking,dialogue, experimentation and reframingr
suggests that transformative, generative Ieaming is not happening in this
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workplace. What this connotes is the lost opportunity of harvesting the
learning and creativity of a worHorce well-versed in the skills and
thought patterns of generative paradigms.
In addition, merely learning for the sake of learning without being

abIe to apply that learning to the benefit of the organization may be
considered useless from the organization's standpoint, though it may not
be so from the individual's. Concrete measures such as this survey miss

the potency of latent knowledge that is resident in workers, but not
utilized optimally by the organization.
Another concern with leaming as a "blind" pursuit reIates to the
content of the learning - individuals may learn inappropriate behaviours
as readiIy as constructive ones, and pass those behaviours on to others

in the organization, resuIting ultimately in the learning being a definite
detriment to the organization rather than an asset (Tsang, 1997).A s

Miner 86 Mezias (1996) comment, "Althoughlearning carries a positive
connotation in many cultures, research on organizationd Iearning clearly
shows it may or may not produce good outcomes" @. 93). Thus the
moral, ethical or social impIications of individual Learning as it is
inculcated into the organization should not be ignored in the current
infatuation with learning in management circles.

CHAPTER SIYk CONCLUSION
Through assessing followers' perceptions, this study endeavoured to
validate the presence of the leader roles of designer, steward and teacher,

and to identify components of Ieader behaviour that contribute toward
creating learning environments.
This attempt to delineate leader-follower dynamics surrounding

learning in the workplace through the use of Senge's model has
demonstrated the importance of measuring leadership effectiveness in

faditating learning kom the followers' perspective. While Ieaders might
profess to exhibit behaviour appropriate to facilitating learning, it is
largely from the followers' perspective that the influence of this behaviour

is felt, since they are the key executors of and participants in learning
activity.

The cultural impact of a strong Leadership commitment to learning

however should not be underestimated. The high level of agreement with
personal responsibility for learning (93%)in this sample may have arisen

through strong leadership commitment, rather than the converse, that is
to say that high individuai responsibiIity is somehow compensating for

tow Ieadership commitment.
Key findings such as lower agreement levels for the Designer roIe
show the importance of attending to work practices, infrastructure,

policy and resources in creating Iearning environments. Also, the

differences in agreement levels across occupational groups point to the
importance of making learning available and accessible to all h c t i o n s

within an organization, rather than only to those that might be politically
or £hanciaDypowerful, popular or socially valued. Differences in
duration of employment groupings delineate the danger of organizations
assuming that "veteran" empIoyees are somehow more capable or
committed than other groups, and therefore require less learning-focused

activity from their supervisors.

Such data are valuable in the development of learning organization

theory and its practice. Using a measurement such as the learning
questionnaire developed for this study provides important input to the
implementation of supportive leadership practices for learning in the
workplace. A critical component that arose from the comments, but that
was not readily apparent from the rest of the survey, was the existence of
significant sub-cultures within PanCanadian, which altered the

respondents' perceptions of their learning. This points to the necessity of
ensuring all Ieaders are not only aware of but are also activeIy and
consistentIy supporting Ieaming activities.

This study &so points to gaps in our knowledge. Whether Iearning
in organizations is inherently desirabIe, or whether organkatrConsare
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capabIe of Ieaming. is not addressed in this research. As Fenwick (1998)
notes, there are several assumptions made about 'applying [individual
learning1 somewhat cavalierly to an organization. The o r g e t i o n is

thus construed as a unitary, definabIe, intelligent entity. It is not, nor is
it stable and bounded" @. 144). Another impIicit assumption is that

workers will conveniently adapt to o r endorse the organization's agenda
for learning. This study did question whether learning was supported in

spite of economic or political adversity, and whether learning was

supported even if it did not directly relate to the workgroups success (i.e.
the organization's agenda).The overall agreement Ievel for the

economic/political statement was 67%, but only 46% for the workgroup
success statement. ObviousIy workgroup success is a well-understood

agenda in this case study. Implicit in this agenda are the power
relationships and possible exploitation involved in imposing any Ieaming

mandate on workers. T h e meanings, dilemmas, insights and changes
comprising people's daily experience are neither acknowledged or
valued...Marsick and Watkins (1990)go so far as to describe as
*dysfunctional" a person's ongoing incidental Ieaming that does not
advance the organization's purposes." (Fenwick. 1998, p. 144).

This research also demonstrates the importance of empirical
validation in defining knowIedge. While it is tempting to accept "expert"

opinion on organizational learning and effectiveness, testing those
opinions in the "red" workplace provides a critical and often overlooked
component that enriches the ongoing dialogue. I t also provides a more
inclusionary view of individual learning in organhations by accessing
followers' perceptions instead of only representing the viewpoint of those

who have a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, such as
leaders and managers. While Senge's philosophy seems to provide

avenues to challenge and change &sting assumptions and power

structures, it is very easy for organizational leaders to espouse
commitment to leaming without acting to demonstrate their
commitment, thus subverting true change and continuing with their
comfortabIe and accustomed ways of thinking and behaving. Workers are
ideally positioned to see these gaps between words and action.

One of the problems with imposing a framework such as Senge's

on an organization's activities is that one may end up creating the reaIity
just by imposing the framework. This is an epistemological issue, or in
more colIo@d

language, "beautyis in the eye of the beholder". Inother

words, the research design may not have captured reality as much as
created it. A different research design may have created a different

reaIity. For example, if a different typoIogy had been used, would the
findings construct a different picture of leader-foIIower dynamics? If the
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researcher had conducted focus groups or one-on-one intemiews, wouId

similar findings have resulted? Since the researcher did not observe any
of the leader-follower relationships '
i
n action", an opportunity to

corroborate the data was Iost,

Although Senge's roles manifest to varying degrees in
PanCanadian, the roles themselves are sufficientlyephemeral that
findings from this research are limited to the interpretations made within

the confines of this study. It is stilI not dear whether these roles do in

fact increase workers' learning motivation or capacity,whether they are
conceptualIy distinct roles with distinct components, or whether they

form a gestalt that will be diflicult to assess using a deconstructivist
paradigm. Additional work is required to clarify the parameters of each of

Senge's suggested roles, to create stronger Iinks and a common language

between adult learning theory, Ieadership and workplace learning, and to
further assess the efficacy of appIying modeIs such as these to measure
and facilitate Iearning in the workpIace.
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APPENDIX A= 8TATEMEHTS USED IN SURVEY
Questionnaire
Number

Statement Text

Construct

Number
A. ANCHOR QUESTIONS

In your opinion, how successN is your A92
s u p e ~ s oi
rn creating a learning-oriented
work environment?
My supervisor's approach toward
AQ3
learning at work helps me feel more

confident
I feel better about myself as a result of
my superrrisor's approach toward
learning at work
Does your supervisor's behaviour help
you learn at work?
How do the actions of your supervisor
infIuence the quality of your learning
activities?
How do the actions of your supervisor
intluence the quantity of your learning
activities?

AQ4

AQ5
AQ6

AQ7

B. DESIGNER/ POLICY
DPI
My learning actmities are assessed
during my performance appraisals.
M y ongoing [earning is a significant focus DP2
during my performance appraisals.

I have a personal development plan or
learning contract with m y superpisor.

DP3

It is difEcuIt to challenge estabIished
procedures or rules in my workgroup
I am rewarded for engaging in Ieaming.

DP4
DP5

1a m expected to share what I learn with DP6
others as part of m y job performance.
1 am encouraged to take time out of my
work schedule to think about m y
learnings from my experiences at work.

DW

My supervisor has created forums for me DP8
to share information or best practices
with my peers.
1am expected to be responsible for my
DP9
learning

My supervisor provides me with
resources to engage in learning.
I receive suggestions and leads" on
courses or other learning activities that 1
am interested in fiom my supervisor.
I am given time off work to engage in
tearning
My supervisor ensures I capture m y
Iearnings in writing and make them
avaiIabIe to others

DR3
DR4

19

My s u p e ~ s o has
r provided me w i t h
&thing in how to dialogue

DRS

D: STEWARD/VISION
35
9

45

20
47

2

31

42

7

My supemisor says that learning is a
SVI
high priority
Learning activities are supported within SV2
my workgroup regardless of the external
economic or political climate.
M y supervisor discourages learning that SV3
is not related to my workgroup's success
in the company.
M y supervisor cares about my wellSV4
being.
I am encouraged to develop a long-term SV5
personal vision

I'm encouraged to gather feedback from
customers and colleagues about my
performance in order to challenge my
assumptions about myself.

TA1

My supervisor chalIenges the
assumptions 1make about myself
My supervisor gives m e frequent
feedback on how to improve my
performance.

TA2
TA3

M y supervisor is interested in generating TA4
many answers before focussing on a
single ''righe answer

M y s u p e ~ s o shows
r
that learning is
TM 1
important by engaging in learning for
his/her own development.
When I share problems with my
TM2
supervisor he/she 'fixes" it rather than
heIping me figure out how to solve it for
myself

It's hard to get my supervisor to Iisten to TM3
my point of view
I am encouraged to share my viewpoints, TM4
even when they differ from my
supe~sor's
M y s u p e ~ s o asks
r
for my ideas and
TM5
opinions.
M y supervisor shows appreciation for
TM6
differing points of view
M y supervisor does not retaliate when
TM7
challenged by others
M y supervisor encourages others to
TM8
challenge her/his thinking or work
practices.
M y s u p e ~ s o tries
r
to understand others' TM9
perspectives without persuading them to
hisfher own.

G:TEACHER/ NURTURING
I am given opportunities to practice what TNL
I Iearn prior to using it Yor red".

I am encouraged to try experiments at
work to test new ideas or skills
My supervisor creates a climate where I
feel codortabIe expressing my opinion
even when it is critical of the
organization

TN2
TN3

My supervisor expiains the reasons
TN4
behind the decisions that &/she makes
so that I understand and can Iearn from
them.
My supervisor tends to blame peopIe for TN5
mistakes or unfortunate events.
My supervisor encourages me to share TN6
new ideas.
TN7
1 fee1 uncomfortabIe admitting to my
supervisor that I have made a mistake.
I t is okay with my supervisor if I "just sit TN8
and think" at work
We are expected to share our learnings TN9
from mistakes we have made.

My supervisor encourages me to think
about how my work impacts others in
the company.

TS 1

H: TEACHER/ SYSTEMS
When probIems arise, my supervisor
TS2
looks for breakdown in the overall
processes to help identify the root of the
probIem

48

46

30

My supervisor critiques events or
TS3
probIems to see if there is an underlying
pattern.
When I have a problem my supervisor
TS4
helps m e to rethink it from perspectives
different than m y own.
My supervisor encourages me to generate TS5
creative or unusual solutions by
interacting with other people or seeking
information from sources outside my
area of expertise (ie. %inking outside
the box").

APPENDIX B: FINAL SWRVEY

DEAD-

Please compIete this questionnaire by Ally 23, 1999.

How to commlete this auestionnah
1. The questions in this survey are formatted as statements written in
fist person singular, as if you were talking to yourself i.e. "I am happy at
work". In responding, choose the response that most closely reflects your
level of agreement with each statement by placing an k' or a check mark
in the box under the appropriate label:
Sample question
A.

I am happy at work.

Strongly Agree

Somewhat

Undecided

0

Agree
rxl

0

Somewhat
Disagree
0

Strongly
Disagree
0

Please use only one type of mark such as a check mark or X to respond.
If you change your mind, please addition*
circIe the box with the mark
that represents your final opinion.
Sample auestion
A.

I am happy at work.

Strongly Agree

Somewhat

a

rxl

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

0

If you are not sure about your opinion pIease use the Smdecideded" box.
2.

There are 50 statements in total, Please answer aH of them, Tests
show that this questionnaire will take about fifteen minutes to

complete.

3. Workgroup" means the group of people that report to a c o m m o n
supervisor.

4. "SupervisoF means the person to whom you report and who does
your performance appraisal. E you have more than one supemisor please
choose one of them as the basis for your responses; do not switch
between supervisors in responding to the statements.
5.

The titIe of the position your supervisor holds is not important to
this study. If your supervisor has a tide other than " S u p e ~ s o r Pwithin
the organization such as "Coordinator" or =Manager" o r "General
Manager", etc., you are still requested to fill in this questionnaire.
6. For research purposes some general personal information is
requested regarding gender, years of service, educational Ievel and
occupational group. This information will be numerically coded and
stored off-site from PanCanadian's offices. You are not requested to
divulge your name, your department or workgroup, or the name of your
supe~sor.

At the end of the questionnaire there is a comment section for you to
add any comments that you might like to share with the researchers.
7.

Individual responses will not be released either to your supervisor or any
other PanCanadian employee. Y o u r responses will be numerically coded
and grouped together with those of other respondents. No responses will
be stored in the PanCanadian buildings or on-he a t PanCanadian.
Neither the researcher nor anyone else will know which responses belong
to which individud person.
Consent
The completion of this questionnaire automatically impIies consent to
participate in this study. If further participation is requested in the form
of an interview, a separate consent form wilI be completed.

As the receiver of this questionnaire you have the right to refuse to

participate in this study without consequence to you.

If you have any questions concerning this questionnaire or any aspect of
this study please do not hesitate to contact the researchers, Zoe
Agashae,

at
(403)230 0497, or Dr. John Bratton, University of Calgary, at (403) 220
2517.

If you would Like a copy of the results of this study, please send the
section below in an envelope seoarate from your questionnaire to:
Zoe Agashae,

Room 526, Education Tower,
Graduate Division of Educational Research,
University of Calgary,
2500 University Drive N W ,
Calgary AB TZN IN4
I
U

-----

Cut along this line---------------------------

Name
Address / email:

Telephone Number (incase of difficulty with mailing)
avaiIabIe Evenings? Y N

available Days?

Y

N

GENERAL INFORMATIOK
PIease provide us with some information to assist in statistical analysis
of the research (this information wilI not be shared or compiled in any
way that might reveal your identity).
A.

Gender:

(This data will help us analyse whether gender was a factor in how
people responded to the statements)
Your gender:
Female O
Male
0

B. Gender of your Supe~sor
(This information will help us determine whether there are gender
differences in how supervisors behave toward learning in the workplace)
Gender of your Supervisor:
Femde
Male
0
Duration of ern~Iovmentat PanCanadian
(This wiII help us understand whether people's opinions differ if they
have spent a longer time or shorter time with the company)
years and
months,
C,

D

Occu~ationaIGroup

(This wilI help us understand whether occupation is a factor in how
peopIe responded to the questions) - If you are a supe~sorplease mark
'supervisorg" and not any other category, even if you are trained in one
of the other categories.
Assistant

Clerical

Trade
Professional
Supervisory/ management

Education
[Thisdata will heIp us determine whether Iength of time in educational
institutions infIuences the way people responded to the statements).
E.

High S C ~ O O I
Certificate/Diploma
Technical Institute
Undergraduate Degree
Graduate Degree

a
P
P
LI

0

1 M y m p e r v h r provides m e with zerources to engage in Laming.
Strongly
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat Strongly
Agree

Disagree

Agree

Q

P

Disagree
P

0
0
2 Pm encouraged to gather feedback imm crutomea and
colleagtzee about m y peflotmance in order to challenge
my
assumptions about myself.
Strongiy
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
P
a
a
0
3
It is okay with m y supemisor if I ujust sit and think?at work
Strongly
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat Strongly
Agree

Agree

a

o

Disagree

P

a

Disagree
P

My supemisor tends to blame people for mistakes or
unfortunate events.
Strongly
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat StrongIy
4

Agree

Agree

Disagree
P

Disagree
P

Disagree

Disagree

0
P
P
5 M y maperpisor M e s to understand others' penpectives without
persuading them to his/her own.
Strongiy
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat StrongIy
Agree

Agree

When I shon problems witk my supemiaor he/she ufixes" it
rather than helping me Eigrue out how to solve it for myself
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat Strongly
StrongIy
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree
0
P
a
CI
P
7 My s t a p e ~ irs interested in genezating many answers before
focusbinp on a s-e
%ght? answer
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
6

Agree
P

Agree

a

a

Disagree
P

Disagree

a

M y 8upedsor shows appreciation for diffieiing points ofview.
Strongly
Somewhat Undecided
Somewhat Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
cl
a
P
P
P
9 Leruning activities a m supported within my workgroup
regardless of the external economic or p o I i t i d climate,
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
StrongIy
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
P
0
0
P
10 M y supemriaor ensrues I capture m y learning in writing and
make it available to others.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
0
0
a
a
11 My supervisor explains the muons behind the decisions that
heishe makes so that I understand and can learn fiom them.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Q
P
0
P
0
12 When problems arise, m y supervisor looks Sot breakdown in the
overalI processes to heIp identify the mot of the problem.
StrongIy
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
0
0
P
P
8

13 M y sapemisor's approach toward l
more confident.
Strongly
Agree

P

Somewhat
-

Undecided

Agree

P

0

e

a at wotk helps me feel
Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree
P

14 M y s u p e ~ has
t created forums for me to share information
or best pmctices w i t h my peem.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly

Disagree
P
a
D
0
P
15 I a m encouraged to share my viewpoints, even when they M e t
ltom those held by m y supervisor.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
P
P
P
LI
16 M y supemisor encourages me to think about how m y work
Agree

Agree

Disagree

impacts others in the company.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided

Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
u
0
0
17 M y supervisor encommges others to challenge her/his thinking
or work practices.
StrongIy
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree

Agree

18 We are expected to share opt Ieafning8 from mistakes we have
made.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
StrongIy
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
P
0
P
a
19 My superPi.or has provided m a w i t h t d n h g in how to conduct
dialogue.

StrongIy
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Undecided

CI
P
20 M y auperrri.or cares about m y well
P

StrongIy

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

a

P

Somewhat
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

21 1 a m expected to shut what I Ieun w i t h others as pazt of my
job pe&iormance.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
P
P
P
22 I feel uncodortab1t admitting to my s u p e ~ that
r
I have
made a mistake,
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

0
0
0
0
0
23 I a m encouraged to take time out of m y work schedule to think
about m y Ieunings fiom my experiences at work
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
~isaeee
24 My supemisor asks for m y ideas and opinions.

Strongly

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Strongly
Disagree
0
P
0
0
25 I a m #van opporhtnities to practice what I learn prior to using
it "for real",
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
StrongIy
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
13
0
Q
tl
0
26 I receive suggestions and YIeadsJIon couxses or other learning
actlwities that I a m interested in from my superpisor.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree
P

27 M y s u p e does
~ not mtaUate when challenged by others.

Strongly
Agree

0

Somewhat
Agree
P

Undecided

0

Somewhat
Disagree
Q

StrongIy
Disagree
P

28 M y ongo-

l

e

a

a significant focus during m y

performance a p p d d s .
StrongLy
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Ll
0
0
D
a
29 1am expected to be respomibIe for m y learning.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
P
P
0
cl
30 M y superpisor encourages m e to generate creative or unusmd
solutions by interacting w i t h other people or seeking inlormation
from sources outside m y uea of expertise (ie. thbkhg uoutside the
box?).
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
5
P
P
31 M y supervisor challenges the assumptions I make about mysell.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
C3
cl
0
0

32

My supemisor creates a climate where I feel codortable

expressing m y opinion even when it is critical of the organization,

Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
0
0
0
Q
33 I fee1 bettet about myseIf as a result of m y superrri.or's
approach toward Ieorning at work.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
StrongLy
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
a
0
Q
0
Q

34 It is difficdt to challenge estabiished procedures or roles in m y

Undecided

Agree

Somewhat
Agree

P

0

Ll

Strongly

Somewhat
Disagree
I3

Strongly
Disagree
P

35 M y supervisor says that learning is a high priozitye

StrongIy
Agree

Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
P
0
Q
D
36 It's hard to get m y supervisor to hten to m y point of view.

Strongly

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

Undecided

Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree
0

0
Q
P
37 I have a personal development p h or Iearning contract w i t h
m y supervisor.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
a
0
0
38 I a m e n c o w e d to trp experiments at work to test new ideas o t
skius.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
0
0
P
39 I a m rewarded for engaging in 1eaming+
StrongIy
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
D
P
0
Ll
40 M y supervisor encourages m e to share new idear.

Strongly
Agree

D

Somewhat
Agree
P

Undecided

Somewhat
Disagree

0

Disagree
P

Strong&
Disagree
P

41 I a m given time off work to engage in leadng.

StrongIy

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

0

P

Undecided

0

Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree
P

42 M y supemisor gives m e fnqment feedback on how to imptove
my performance.
..

Strongly

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

o

a

Undecided
P

Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree
P

43 lldp learning activities are assessed during m y performance

~PP-S
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat

Undecided

Agree

Somewhat
Disagree

StrongIy
Disagree

44 M y s~apemisorshows that l e a is important by engaging in
Ieauning for his/het own development.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongiy
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

45 My supervisor dtrourages learning that is not related to my
workpoup'a success in the company.

Strongly
Agree

P

Somewhat
Agree
P

Undecided

Somewhat
Disagree

P

cl

StrongIy
Disagree

0
46 When I have a problem m y supervisor helps me to rethink ot
tertome it from perspectives didterent than m y own.
StrongIy
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Disagree
0
D
0
a
P
47 I a m encouraged to develop a long-termpersonal vision.
Agree

Agree

Strongly

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

0

CI

Disagree

Undecided
P

Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree

0

48 M y supervisor cdtiques events or problems to see if there it an
llnderfyhg pattern.
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
0
P
0
0
49 Does your supemisor's khaviopr help you to leun at work?

Strongly

Somewhat

Agree

Agree

P

Undecided

Somewhat
Disagree
P

Strongly
Disagree
P

0
0
50 In your opinion, how successful is your supervisor in c n a a g a
learning-orientedwotk environment?
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
StrongIy
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
0
P
P
0
P
51 H o w do the actions of your supemisot influence the quality
(depth, richness) of your learning activities? (A positive i d u e n c e
might mean you have a more me9ningfid, or applicable, or profound
experience. A negative i d u e n c e might mean you have P sa~perficial,
or WeIevant experience).
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
52 How do the actions of your supervisor influence the quantity
(fkequency) of your Ieadng activities? (Thew are not restricted to
f o m d comses, coderences or aemhus, but include any and dl
learning activities such as mentoring, shadowing, &sittimgin on*,
uEinding outw, etc.).
Strongly
Somewhat
Undecided
Somewhat
Strongly
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
P
0
a
P
Q

b,

Comments:

Thank you for compIeting this questionnaire. Please return the
completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope to:
Zoe Agashae, Room 116 1 Plaza, or alternatively to
Zoe Agashae,
Room 526, Education Tower,
Graduate Division of Educational Research,
University of Calgary,
2500 University Drive NW,
CaIgary AB T2N IN4

APPENDIX C COMMENTS FROM SURVEV RESPOIPDEHTS

RESP,

COMMENT

THEME

NO.
26

I have been with my current supervisor less than CHNG
2 months. this made it dZGcuIt to answer many of
the questions.
I have only had this supervisor for 2 months. As CHNG
yet we have not had a performance appraisal, nor
have we developed a development plan together.
over the Iast 5 years 1have had more than 5
CHNG
supervisors and the answers given above should
reflect the average performance of my supervisors.
Since I j u s t got a new boss, that is why there may CHNG
be some or a lot of undecided check boxes.
unfortunateiy m y supervisor is fairly recent c3
CHNG
months and he is very busy. H e has been unable
to be a supervisor for me. My work team/team
Ieader is m y guiding light for day to day work. @
PCP there has been a Iot of recent changes and for
me has been several changes in the Iast 2 years. I
have had 6 h c t i o n d supervisors in that period
pIease be advised I've onIy work (sic) for m y
CHNG
current supervisor for I I months. My answers
would not have been so positive with m y prior
supervisor. Supervisors make a tremendous
difference to my learning curve.
the preceding responses were based on my recent CHNG
supervisor who has since Ieft our group. Rather
than my current s u p e ~ s o who
r has a different
style and approach to learning.

I am currently in a new roIe (started in march this CHNG
year) and the manager I work for started in
his/her work roIe in ApriI this year. This newness
factor has tempered many of my responses. (I
haven't been part of the complete performance
management cycle yet with him.)

Unfortunately I recently changed superoisors I
CHNG
have been working with my current supervisor for
the last year on a project, This explains why I have
a number of undecideds.

In the 4 112 years I have been with the company CHNG
this is the 4th supervisor I've had 86 the 6th
organizational change including three changes in
structure immediately above my s u p e ~ s o r .My
personal development pIan has been greatly
impacted by these, one of which was due to
economic environment. by impacted i mean
ignored. ie what is best for company despite
documented development plans.
S u p e ~ s o rat
s PCP need to engage in performance CULT
reviews that minimize whitewashing your
performance. This meaning we should train them
to get better at giving positive feedback bdanced
by areas for improvement. So far things are
weighed heavily on the good but occasionally
(actually more 86 more often) no constructive
criticism
If you don't have a functiond manager as a
CULT
supervisor,you don't have the flexiiiility to take
courses that are not directly related to your
supervisor's function. This may be a disadvantage
for people who Iike to develop other skills not
directIy reIated to thejob
A s Ieaming new skills is one of my persona1 goats CULT

m y supervisor onIy negatively impacts this activity
slightI.. A more open or positive individual would
make it easier to learn. The last comment I: heard
was to Iook at appropriate courses but not too
hard a s it is a tight year financially a t PCP.
Stewarding inteIIectual capitaI?

Supervisors are strongly encouraged by
management to provide positive learning
environment
Our company is focused on employing highly
skilled and knowledgeable employees. they strive
to maintain and continuously improve this
knowledge base through continuous learning.
Employee learning is valued highly as is the
employee and what they bring to the company.
This is apparent throughout the company culture.
I have worked for other corporations which pIace
far more emphasis on training/ career
deveiopment than PCP. the commitment can be
measured in $/employee by year. I think its too
bad that this is not an area of stronger financial
commitment, But when I am proactive the
company has come through
Pancanadian has placed fairIy significant
importance to learning at work. This is also
reflected in my supervisor's attitude towards
Iearning at work. The downside to kaming at
work occurs when work commitments or work
levels are high and the time invested in learning
drops. This has been more common recently and
provides a chaIIenge for Iearning at work in the
future.
learning is still second to doing the work at hand.
I don't believe many managers can value the
thinking of a better method while the work piles
up even if re-work is a major contributor to the
load.

learning in the workpIace is more dictated by an
individual rather than a supervisor. Supemisor
only provides opportunities - up to individual to
take advantage.

CULT
CULT

CULT

CULT

CULT

CULT

learning in the workplace to me is a day to day
CULT
enjoyment You Ieam from everyone you speak
with or work with and from every task you
perform or project you work on. After many years
in the company nobody really tells you what to
learn, it is just a naturaI occurance and you teach
peopie whenever the opportunity arises.
overall my supervisor is very positive and supports CULT
performance management with positive feedback.
She encourages learning however the company
restricts learning by reducing the education
budget.
interesting set of questions. you didn't apparently DSGN
cover learning styles at all - that might be the
more interesting data!
re: question #45 depends upon whether the
DSGN
course or event is free of cost or costs $2000 (or
takes up several days of work time). This qualifier
does not include mentorship, which I am always
encouraged to take advantage of.
the questions shouId have been proofread one
DSGN
more time.
question 49 is incorrectly worded otherwise a good DSGN
questionnaire
the survey's approach gives me the impression
DSGN
that the assumption is that the supervisor creates
the environment for learning vs it being of the
individuds initiative to create it - a shared model
vs one or the other.
most of my work is done without supervision. My DSGN
manager does not interfere with decisions that are
made. The questionnaire, in some ways doesn't
work well for the way we conduct business.
Questions are answered the best way I could
giving (sic) the statements.

Due to my position and overall perceived impact to GNDR
the company, my GM's lack of understanding of
what I do and his lack of curiosity to find out - I
find that I am on my own in terms of how I am
evaluated and compensated. Learning is limited
and fiowned on if it is not computer reIated,
whereas others of the same position spend
substantialtime on field training and trips that I
have been told I am not to go on due to the lack of
relevancy to my career development. I hate to say
it but the apparent favoritism seems to be genderrelated in this group
pIease note i have got a Lot of undecided simply
NEW
because i have only been here 2 months. don't
know as of yet.
I have just returned from a 2 year leave of
NEW
absence. i have been working for my current
supervisor for only 2 months,
my answers would be different if I were at a higher PERS
Level within my group.
I benefit most from just-in-timeIeaming which is PERS
given prior to a change in work flow or
improvement in systems or software.
my supervisor tends to beebop at picking favorites RACE
lately. you never know what kind of a day you're
going to have. Some are treated harder than
others due to race. basically some are allowed
excuses and others not. the supervisor is
inteIIigent and well-liked, but the work
environment is very stressN Iately.
the biggest problem is the supervisor doesn't have SUP
the time for this kind of activity. it is made aware
it is important but its compIeteIy Ieft up to me to
do the learning*
I have just recentIy joined x group and have not SUP
been around sufEcient time to adequately
access(sic] the situation so I wilI answer the
questions base on experiences in the old group 1
just departed. UnfortunateIy a new supervisor was
put in place recently which prompted my
departure. Call m e 1% tell you more.

My supervisor is very insecure, rigid and
preaching. He is always stating the
obvious/motherhood statements. He is not
concerned if I have a learning experience at work
or not. He is aIways highly criticd and
judgemental [sic] and does not tolerate
experimentation and mistakes.

SUP

I manage my own learning, my supervisor has
almost nothing to do with it. We have roIes for
behaviour. ie. Think out of the box; one topic is
good, the other BAD. We end up doing the same
old thing and calIing it new. Therefore most new
learning can't be applied.

SUP

As an example of Iearning at work I enrolIed in a
night time certificate course. I've only taken 2

SUP

courses so far and of those did extremery well. A's
in both. My s u p e ~ s odid
r nothing to acknowIedge
that accompiishment or encourage me to continue
or share those new learnings with my peers. In
fact I feel discouraged to continue.
At PCP all of the s u p e ~ s o rI've
s had dealings with SUP
encourage innovative thinking 8a new ideas. I feel
this is very important since there is &ways a
better way of doing things either now or in the
future.
I appreciate my supervisor verg much. veery
SUP
professional, very positive, brings out the best in
us all.
My s u p e ~ s oand
r PCP in general have always
SUP
been supportive of my learning progress. I am
provided opportunities to interact in areas that are
new to me, and I have resources to tap into when I
run into areas that I have problems in.
i believe pcp provides and encourages a learning SUP
environment for me to Ieam. I also believe it is my
responsibility to learn,

I recently transferred to x department fkom y and SUP
must admit I am pIeasantIy surprised as to how
much I enjoy working in this new department. The
co-workers are very firiendly and knowledgeable.
my new supervisor is one of best to date, in my
career, I have learned so much already and wilI
continue to do so in this new position.
I am a recent graduate of the U of C. I acquired
SUP
my concentration in MIS. AIthough Energy
companies do not provide a very high wage for my
field, I joined with one due to 2 supedsors that I
have had since I started. They have provided an
immeasurable learning experience not only in a
technic& aspect, but one about people, business
and self-improvement.
I have been very fortunate in my first year of
SUP
learning and training because of my supervisor
and coUeagues. They are always encouraging me
to learn as much as I can and they quiz me to
make sure I really understand what I am doing.
What I experience is a work environment where
SUP
learning is not a separately addressed task but
where it is an integrated part of every day life. the
biggest chdenges are: the amount (lots!) of
leaming material avaiIabIe, filtering this material,

finding the best method to learn for each instance, SUP
clashing persona1 and work schedules, and
admitting that Iearning does not stop (many
people want a break to stand stiII for awhile)
We are encouraged to learn on our own with
SUP
minimum supervision
my supervisor provides an excellent environment SUP
for leaming, given the criteria that are implied in
this survey. she also creates and encourages me
to learn through taking on new assignments and
providing support by coaching us through
compIeting the assignment

I have an exceIIe11t rapport with my supervisor
SUP
who encourages good m o d e in our department.
however the company as a whole believes the only
employee of value is one who has degrees and/or
a number of educational certificates. experience
(no matter how many years) is sadly treated with
irreverance [sic]- especially those of us in the
administrative assistant category. We're thought
of as expendable or not having a red job.
although i have not worked with this supervisor SUP
for an extended length of time, I have some
definite opinions. Its interesting to see some of the
contradictions that seem to appear through this
survey. I think perhaps that she has a history of
controI(which may be hard to overcome with
current efforts. I'd be interested in an
interpretation of THIS survey...
the heavy workload means learning activities must WKLD
be structured closeIy into tasks. I am a very
proactive out of the box type and this is valued
and important in my job. I tried to enroll in a
"Creativity" course at U of C but not enough
people were interested to hoId the course.
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